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Speech productionDoes ‘‘the motor system” play ‘‘a role” in speech perception? If so, where, how, and when? We conducted
a systematic review that addresses these questions using both qualitative and quantitative methods. The
qualitative review of behavioural, computational modelling, non-human animal, brain damage/disorder,
electrical stimulation/recording, and neuroimaging research suggests that distributed brain regions
involved in producing speech play specific, dynamic, and contextually determined roles in speech percep-
tion. The quantitative review employed region and network based neuroimaging meta-analyses and a
novel text mining method to describe relative contributions of nodes in distributed brain networks.
Supporting the qualitative review, results show a specific functional correspondence between regions
involved in non-linguistic movement of the articulators, covertly and overtly producing speech, and
the perception of both nonword and word sounds. This distributed set of cortical and subcortical speech
production regions are ubiquitously active and form multiple networks whose topologies dynamically
change with listening context. Results are inconsistent with motor and acoustic only models of speech
perception and classical and contemporary dual-stream models of the organization of language and
the brain. Instead, results are more consistent with complex network models in which multiple speech
production related networks and subnetworks dynamically self-organize to constrain interpretation of
indeterminant acoustic patterns as listening context requires.
 2016 Published by Elsevier Inc.Contents
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Why does it matter if ‘‘the motor system” or, specifically here,
brain regions supporting speech production, play a role in speech
perception? It matters because, after decades of research, we still
do not know how we perceive speech sounds even though this
behaviour is fundamental to our ability to use language. One hin-
drance to this understanding has been an inability to specify how
we hear sounds as particular (and putative) speech categories like
phonemes or syllables. Indeed, no acoustic features have been
found that can uniquely and consistently be used to characterize
those units (Appelbaum, 1996; Appelbaum, 1999; Goldinger &
Azuma, 2003; Port, 2010/1). Speech production systems matter
in this context because it has long been proposed by theoretical
models of speech perception that this problem of acoustic indeter-
minacy – or ‘‘lack of invariance” – can be addressed by making ref-
erence to the motor system. In particular, the motor theory of
speech perception proposed that ‘‘sounds are not the true objects
of perception . . . rather, they only supply the information for
immediate perception of the gestures” (Liberman & Mattingly,
1985). These gestures are ‘‘represented in the brain as invariant
motor commands that call for movements of the articulators”
and involve a ‘‘perception-production link [that] is a necessary
condition for recognizing speech as speech” (Liberman &
Mattingly, 1985). In contrast, the ‘‘analysis-by-synthesis” (AxS)
model proposed that the motor system assists perception by pro-
viding production-based constraints on the interpretation of
acoustic patterns as needed (Bever & Poeppel, 2010; Poeppel &
Monahan, 2011; Skipper, Nusbaum, & Small, 2006; Stevens &
Halle, 1967).
If either of these models were accurate, there are implications
not only for our theories of speech perception, but also ourunderstanding of the organization of language in the brain. That
is, though neither model is neurobiologically well specified, both
can be used to make inferences about the brain basis of language.
The motor theory of speech perception suggests that the motor
system needs to play a role in the neurobiology of speech percep-
tion. In contrast, the AxS model suggests that speech perception is
more distributed in the brain with the motor system contributing
dynamically in an active, constructive, or predictive manner. Nei-
ther model is consistent with ‘‘textbook” or ‘‘classical” models of
the organization of language in the brain because speech produc-
tion and perception are presented as separable neurobiological
processes in those models, with production occurring as a result
of processing in Broca’s area and comprehension as a result of pro-
cessing in Wernicke’s area (a model still taught to medical stu-
dents; Geschwind, 1970).
Both models also seem to be inconsistent with the most cited
contemporary model of the organization of language and the brain,
the ‘‘dual-stream” model of speech and language (Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007; Poeppel & Hickok, 2004). Though the ‘‘dorsal
stream” in this model is proposed to support ‘‘sound to action”, it
does ‘‘not appear to be a critical component of the speech percep-
tion process” (Poeppel & Hickok, 2004). As support, Hickok,
Costanzo, Capasso, and Miceli (2011) analysed patients with dam-
age to Broca’s area and concluded that the ‘‘motor speech system is
not necessary for speech perception” (p. 214). Other scientists
seem to support this view. For example, in their review, Scott,
McGettigan, and Eisner (2009) state that ‘‘the motor cortex is not
essential for perceiving spoken language” (p. 301) while Lotto,
Hickok, and Holt (2009) posit that ‘‘there is no need to think that
this interaction [with the production system] would be required
of normal speech perception” (p. 3). In other words, we are left
with a model of speech perception in the brain in which the motor
Fig. 1. Brain regions discussed in this review. Lateral and medial surface renderings of the left hemisphere (top) and individual axial and sagittal slices (bottom) showing the
location of most of the distributed set of regions involved in both speech production and perception. The white outlines encompass gross anatomical zones (e.g., posterior
ventral frontal regions). The actual anatomical regions comprising those zones are defined by colour. Within any given anatomical region, darker shades of a colour
correspond to gyri and lighter shades to sulci. The functional synonyms often given to those regions or groupings of regions are provided. Approximate cytoarchitecture of
these regions is defined parenthetically. White numbers refer to actual probabilistic cytoarchitectonic regions (given in Brodmann’s areas) and the black outlines indicate the
boundaries of those regions.
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perceiving speech. This position has generated some debate
(Hickok, Holt, & Lotto, 2009; Lotto et al., 2009; Wilson, 2009) and
has some opponents (Fischer & Zwaan, 2008; Pulvermüller &
Fadiga, 2010). There are, however, no comprehensive reviews of
the role or roles of the motor system in speech perception that
might provide a countervailing position. This review fills this
knowledge gap by demonstrating that, inconsistent with these
negative positions and more consistent with AxS like models, neu-
robiologically distributed speech production systems play ubiqui-
tous, specific, and context dependent roles in normal speech
perception (Bever & Poeppel, 2010; Pickering & Garrod, 2013;
Poeppel & Monahan, 2011; Pulvermüller & Fadiga, 2010;
Schwartz, Basirat, Ménard, & Sato, 2012/9; Skipper, 2015; Skipper
et al., 2006).1.1. Rethinking the question
Before conducting the review, however, it is worth carefully
deconstructing the question that has been discussed in the litera-
ture: What role does the motor system play in speech perception,
if any? This and similarly phrased questions have been the subject
of philosophical discussion and empirical investigation since at
least the 17th century. For example, the French philosopherGéraud de Cordemoy wrote in (1668), ‘‘. . .whensoever any sound
agitates the Brain, there flow immediately spirits towards the Mus-
cles of the Larynx, which duly dispose them to form a sound alto-
gether like that, which was just now striking the Brain.” We
suggest, however, that the question and indeed the entire debate
is misleading due to the complexity of the neurobiology of speech
production and the dynamic nature of speech perception.1.1.1. Complexity of speech production
When scientists refer to the ‘‘motor speech system,” what do
they mean? This term is rarely defined in the speech perception lit-
erature and neither explicit nor implicit definitions correspond to
current theory and research on motor and speech production sys-
tems. Very often the motor system is discussed only in reference to
Broca’s area, presumably because the classic neurological model of
language associates speech production deficits with damage to this
region (e.g., Geschwind, 1970). When Broca’s area is defined, it is
usually said to comprise the pars triangularis, roughly Brodmann’s
cytoarchitectonic area (BA) 45 and pars opercularis, roughly BA 44
(though see Amunts et al., 1999) in the posterior inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG). This focus on Broca’s area is odd given that research
shows that ‘‘Broca’s aphasia” is often not caused by damage to
those regions, and, when there is damage there, it also extends well
beyond them, e.g., to include the insula, white matter tracts, and
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2007; Fridriksson, Fillmore, Guo, & Rorden, 2015). Indeed, Broca’s
area seems to be fairly silent during the actual production of
speech and plays more of a coordinative role prior to articulation
(Flinker et al., 2015). When regions other than Broca’s area are
included in reference to the motor system they are usually limited
to ventral premotor and primary motor cortices in the precentral
gyrus and sulcus and the anterior half of the central sulcus (BAs
6 and 4). Henceforth, we will generally refer to this entire set of
regions as ‘‘posterior ventral frontal” (Fig. 1).
The focus on posterior ventral frontal cortex is problematic
because it is inconsistent with research on motor systems. That
is, there is no monolithic motor system limited to such regions.
Indeed, it would be difficult to find a suitable definition of the
phrase ‘‘motor system” because the motor system is not one sys-
tem (Rowe & Siebner, 2012). Rather, there are motor systems, each
supporting specific ethological behaviours such as ‘‘the facial
motor system” (Cattaneo & Pavesi, 2014; Graziano, 2016). Regions
participating in any one of these motor systems inevitably involve
a distributed set of coordinated regions that have been collectively
called the ‘‘extended motor system” (Rowe & Siebner, 2012).
Extended motor systems are ‘‘sensorimotor” systems, indicating
that they include non-classically defined motor cortex and the
view that production and perception of movement are inseparable
(Lametti & Watkins, 2016; Ostry & Gribble, 2016). Indeed, early
‘‘sensory” regions like auditory cortex have multisensory response
properties and connections frommotor and somatosensory regions
and, conversely, ‘‘motor” regions have multisensory perceptual
properties (Ghazanfar, 2009; Graziano, Hu, & Gross, 1997; Nelson
& Mooney, 2016; Nelson et al., 2013; Rizzolatti & Craighero,
2004; Schneider, Nelson, & Mooney, 2014).
These general principles apply equally to the specific case of
speech production. Speech production is itself not a monolithic
process but, rather, a complex set of processes that unfold in par-
allel (see Melinger, Branigan, & Pickering, 2014 for a review). It
has even been argued that ‘‘speech production is very likely the
most complicated motor act performed by any species” (Perkell
et al., 2001, p. 1). For example, Price, Crinion, and Macsweeney
(2011) characterize the subprocesses that comprise speech pro-
duction as including:
. . . conceptualization of the intended message, word retrieval,
selection of the appropriate morphological forms, sequencing
of phonemes, syllables, and words, phonetic encoding of the
articulatory plans, initiation, and coordination of sequences of
movements in the tongue, lips, and laryngeal muscles that
vibrate the vocal tract, and the control of respiration for vowel
phonation and prosody. In addition. . . auditory, and somatosen-
sory processing of the spoken output is fed back to the motor
system for online correction of laryngeal and articulatory move-
ments. . . (p. 1)The many subprocesses of speech production involve a dis-
tributed set of sensorimotor brain regions that go well beyond pos-
terior ventral frontal regions. To give one example, in their review,
Indefrey and Levelt (2004) enumerate a number of subprocesses
involved in speech production and associated regions, claiming
that one such subprocess, ‘‘phonetic encoding and articulation”,
is associated with seventeen different brain regions.
To summarize, acknowledging the distributed sensorimotor
nature of motor systems generally and speech production
systems specifically leaves open the possibility that ‘‘the motor
system” plays an important role or roles in speech perception
despite conclusions otherwise. This is because speech production
systems extend well beyond posterior ventral frontal regions and
any of these other regions could play a role in perception.Afterall, they are sensorimotor processes, perhaps different from
perception only as a function of the timing of when components
of the system are engaged. If we take seriously the complexity of
speech production, any one production subprocess will involve
its own distributed set of brain regions that might each play a
role in speech perception and do so at different times, in different
contexts.
1.1.2. Dynamics of speech perception
Like ‘‘the motor system”, what is meant by ‘‘speech perception”
is typically ill defined. It is often discussed in the neurobiological
literature as if it is a static operation, the result of which are min-
imal categorical units of speech analysis, phonemes or syllables,
fromwhich we can then build words and put those words into sen-
tences. This assumption is reflected in the way speech perception
and the brain is studied using primarily isolated speech sounds like
‘‘da” and ‘‘ba”, the latter only likely to be naturally heard in a mea-
dow (see Skipper, 2015). However, there is much debate about
what even constitutes ‘‘the” unit of analysis in speech (Goldinger
& Azuma, 2003). Port (2010/1) concluded that units like the pho-
neme are only a descriptive by-product of literacy and have no psy-
chological reality (Bybee & McClelland, 2005; see also Lotto & Holt,
2000). Rather, speech is likely an interactive processes between
putative levels of linguistic analysis and non-linguistic information
that might not be separable into discrete units (see Onnis & Spivey,
2012). What we call units of analysis may actually be ‘‘self-
organizing dynamic states” (Goldinger & Azuma, 2003). This might
occur through an adaptive window of perceptual analysis that
expands and contracts to the demands of the listening situation
(Nusbaum & Henly, 1992). That is, units are ad-hoc and usage
based and can be of various sizes as context dictates, including
even larger ‘‘chunks” and ‘‘prefabs” (Beckner et al., 2009).
Thus, speech is not simply a process by which minimal categor-
ical units are specified because there seems to be a lack of a stable
units to specify. This is related to the aforementioned ‘‘lack of
invariance” problem of speech perception. Variance includes
many-to-one mappings in which different acoustic patterns give
rise to the perception of the same sound and one-to-many map-
pings where one acoustic pattern gives rise to different percepts.
As mentioned, no acoustic features have been found that invariably
specify any given acoustic pattern as a particular hypothetical
speech category like a phoneme (Appelbaum, 1996, 1999;
Goldinger & Azuma, 2003). This is perhaps not particularly surpris-
ing if listeners have a usage based and adaptive window that
changes with context and there are, therefore, no stable units to
invariably specify.
To summarize, recognizing the dynamic and contextually deter-
mined nature of speech also leaves open the possibility that ‘‘the
motor system” plays an important role in speech perception
despite conclusions otherwise. This is because different brain
regions might dynamically contribute to speech perception as a
function of the context available to listeners. Integrating this dis-
cussion with the previous section, the distributed set of sensorimo-
tor brain regions associated with subprocesses of speech
production might contribute at different times as context dictates
(e.g., when discourse context is not yet available to constrain vari-
ance at the start of a conversation). Unfortunately, most neu-
roimaging speech and language stimuli do not include any or
much context to permit evaluation of this claim (Skipper, 2014;
see Skipper, 2015 for discussion; Skipper et al., 2006).
1.2. Towards more nuanced questions
Acknowledging the complexities of speech production and
supporting neurobiological processes and the dynamic and
contextually determined nature of speech perception requires us
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better question than ‘‘What role does the motor system play in
speech perception?” might be, ‘‘What roles do sensorimotor
networks supporting speech production play in speech perception
and when?”. This involves more specific ‘‘where”, ‘‘how”, and
‘‘when” questions. Though none of these categories are indepen-
dent, ‘‘where” refers to questions about implementation. That is,
which speech production associated brain regions and networks
are involved in speech perception? ‘‘How” pertains to questions
about the nature of the representations, computations, algorithms,
and/or mechanisms implemented by these regions and networks.
Are computations specifically associated with speech production
or are they unrelated and de novo? Is a predictive mechanism
employed across some networks as suggested by the AxS model?
Finally, ‘‘when” refers to questions about the dynamics of the
regions and networks involved. Are they always engaged?
Are some networks engaged more by some stimuli, tasks, or
contexts?
Here we address these ‘‘where”, ‘‘how”, and ‘‘when” questions.
We do so by first conducting a qualitative review of the literature
that spans a large number of converging methods. To preview, a
diverse body of research confirms that regions and networks
involved in producing speech are also involved in perceiving speech
(‘‘where”). Furthermore, at least some of the representations, com-
putations, and mechanisms associated with these regions and net-
works are specific to their role in speech production (‘‘how”) and
their involvement varies in a dynamic contextually determined
way (‘‘when”). Though the qualitative review is extensive, it was
not possible to cover all methods equally. Thus, we focused most
on adult human data. Most notably missing is a separate develop-
mental section despite a burgeoning body of research suggesting
the importance of sensorimotor processes in the development of
speech perception (Bruderer, Danielson, Kandhadai, & Werker,
2015; Dehaene-Lambertz, Hertz-Pannier, Dubois, & Dehaene,
2008; Guellaï, Streri, & Yeung, 2014; Kuhl, 2010; Kuhl, Ramírez,
Bosseler, Lin, & Imada, 2014; Perani et al., 2011; Werker & Tees,
1999).
We then outline a number of possible sources of bias in the
qualitative review that warrants a less biased and more quantita-
tive review. We then conduct a series of neuroimaging meta-
analyses to explicitly test ‘‘where”, ‘‘how”, and ‘‘when” hypotheses
suggested by the qualitative review. This work confirmed conclu-
sions from that review, demonstrating a ubiquitous, specific, and
dynamic involvement of regions for silently moving the articula-
tors and overt speech production during speech perception. We
then extend existing knowledge using network meta-analyses
and a new text-mining approach that allows characterization of
the representations, computations, and dynamics of nodes in dis-
tributed networks. To preview, this approach demonstrates that
there are multiple possible speech production networks (along
multiple fibre tracts) that participate in speech perception
(‘‘where”) and that the topologies of these networks change
dynamically with listening contexts (‘‘how” and ‘‘when”).
Following qualitative and quantitative reviews, we summarize
results and discuss them in relation to the AxS model for which
they are most consistent. This discussion also addresses questions
of why speech production networks might be so ubiquitously
involved in speech perception and whether they are necessary.
We then propose rejecting textbook/classical and dual-stream
models of the organization of language and the brain for models
that implement AxS like mechanisms in a complex network
framework. We conclude by suggesting that, at minimum, it is
time to put the old ‘‘if” question to rest and focus on addressing
the more nuanced ‘‘where”, ‘‘how”, and ‘‘when” questions sug-
gested herein.2. Qualitative review
Taking seriously the complexity of the neurobiology of speech
production leads us to first provide a review of the brain regions,
subprocesses, and networks supporting speech production as any
of these might play a role in speech perception. We then review
behavioural experiments, computational modelling, nonhuman
brain research, human brain damage/disorder, brain stimulation/
recording, and some neuroimaging studies demonstrating
‘‘where”, ‘‘how” and ‘‘when” roles for speech production systems
in speech perception.
2.1. Speech production
In speech perception studies, the speech motor system is prob-
lematically characterized as being centred around posterior ventral
frontal regions like Broca’s area (see 1.1.1). Indeed, lesion and elec-
trical stimulation studies demonstrate that speech production is
reliant on a much larger and distributed set of brain regions. Mod-
ern voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM) shows involve-
ment of the posterior ventral frontal regions (the inferior frontal
gyrus, including both the pars opercularis and triangularis and
ventral precentral gyrus), anterior insula, supplementary motor
area (SMA), postcentral gyrus, inferior parietal lobule (IPL, mostly
the supramarginal gyrus), and posterior superior temporal cortex
and underlying white matter tracts like the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (Baldo, Wilkins, Ogar, Willock, & Dronkers, 2011; Bates
et al., 2003; Borovsky, Saygin, Bates, & Dronkers, 2007; Mirman
et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2010). The best predictors of recovery
of speech production skills after stroke are time post-stroke (the
most significant predictor), lesion volume, and where in a dis-
tributed set of 36 regions damage occurs (Hope, Seghier, Leff, &
Price, 2013).
Movement of speech production related muscles can be elicited
by electrical stimulation of all of the regions mentioned in VLSM
studies. Face movements, for instance, can be elicited by stimula-
tion of the ventral pre- and primary motor cortex, anterior insula,
SMA, cingulate cortex, IPL, and the facial motor nucleus (see
Cattaneo & Pavesi, 2014 for a review). Stimulation studies also
show that articulators like the lips, jaw, vocalic/laryngeal, and ton-
gue muscles roughly form a dorsal to ventral somatotopic map in
the central sulcus (i.e., in ventral primary motor and somatosen-
sory cortex; Grabski et al., 2012; Penfield & Boldrey, 1937). Though
the Penfield and Boldrey report is typically cited in reference to
this somatotopy, their results also suggest that movement and sen-
sation of the tongue, mouth, throat, and face also occur with elec-
trical stimulation of pars opercularis, IPL, and posterior superior
temporal regions. Lesion and stimulation studies indicate that dif-
ferent regions perform different roles in production. For example,
both lesions to and stimulation of the SMA result in the involun-
tary production of consonant vowel syllable sequences like
‘‘dadadada” (see discussion and commentary in MacNeilage,
1998 for references). Lesion data also shows that the SMA is
involved in other types of sequencing during production, like sen-
tence embedding (Wilson et al., 2010).
Neuroimaging studies similarly demonstrate that speech pro-
duction is reliant on a large distributed ‘‘core” (i.e., consistently
activated) set of cortical and subcortical brain regions. In both
label-based (Indefrey, 2011; Indefrey & Levelt, 2000, 2004; see also
Munding, Dubarry, & Alario, 2016) and activation likelihood esti-
mation (ALE) neuroimaging meta-analyses (Brown, Ingham,
Ingham, Laird, & Fox, 2005; Eickhoff, Heim, Zilles, & Amunts,
2009; Turkeltaub, Eden, Jones, & Zeffiro, 2002), the most consis-
tently activated regions are the posterior IFG (mostly pars opercu-
laris), ventral pre- and primary motor cortex, SMA, anterior insula,
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ganglia, and cerebellum. Producing speech results in changes in
IPL and posterior superior temporal regions as demonstrated by
manipulation of auditory feedback (Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara,
& Merzenich, 2002) and perturbations of the articulators
(Golfinopoulos et al., 2011). This activity is likely independent of
auditory or bone conduction feedback as demonstrated in studies
of covert speech production (Shergill et al., 2002).
Like lesion and brain stimulation studies, neuroimaging stud-
ies indicate that many widely distributed regions differentially
support the psycholinguistic subprocesses that comprise speech
production. For example, in their label-based meta-analysis and
review of the literature, Indefrey and Levelt (2004) suggest that
‘‘conceptual preparation” and ‘‘lexical selection” load on the mid-
dle temporal gyrus, ‘‘phonological code retrieval” on the anterior
insula, SMA, and posterior superior and middle temporal cortices,
‘‘syllabification” on posterior IFG, and ‘‘phonetic encoding and
articulation” on 17 regions including most of the above ‘‘core”
regions. Clearly, more work on the latter is required to under-
stand the role of these regions in specific subprocesses associated
with speech production. Perhaps a more fruitful parcellation that
corresponds to research on the network organization of the brain
(e.g., Anderson, 2015; Bullmore & Sporns, 2009; Knight, 2007; van
den Heuvel & Sporns, 2013) would be to map these subprocess
onto specific networks or subnetworks rather than individual
regions (Collard et al., 2016; van de Ven, Esposito, &
Christoffels, 2009). Subnetworks would form through known
anatomical connections between many of the ‘‘core” regions, per-
haps aided by enhanced connectivity between laryngeal motor
cortex and the SMA, temporal, and parietal regions in humans
compared to non-human primates (Dick, Bernal, & Tremblay,
2014; Jürgens, 2002, 2009/1; Kumar, Croxson, & Simonyan,
2016). Indeed, many ‘‘core” regions are flexible ‘‘hubs”, that is,
regions of high connectivity that can adaptively interact with
other networks (e.g., Fuertinger, Horwitz, & Simonyan, 2015).
Any of these dynamic subnetworks might then also support
aspects of speech perception.
2.2. Behaviour
A great many behavioural experiments support the claim that
some or all of these speech production related regions or networks
play a role in speech perception. Before turning to these, however,
it is instructive to dissect the logic underlying behavioural experi-
ments that constitute a common argument against this proposal.
The argument is that, if nonhuman animals or speechless develop-
ing humans can perceive speech, then vocal or speech production
regions are not necessary for speech perception. Indeed, non-
human rodents (e.g., chinchillas, Kuhl & Miller, 1975), birds (e.g.,
Japanese quail, Kluender, Diehl, & Killeen, 1987) and human infants
(e.g., Jusczyk, 1981) can perceive speech sounds categorically. That
is, they classify sets of similar but acoustically distinct speech
sounds as a single discrete speech category, despite not being able
to produce speech. Though these categorical speech perception
studies are often revered because they suggest the reality of speech
units like phonemes, they have been criticized. Problems include
that the tasks assume the units under study and that within cate-
gory differences are actually readily discernible and meaningful
(Gerrits & Schouten, 2004; Schouten, Gerrits, & van Hessen,
2003; Toscano, McMurray, Dennhardt, & Luck, 2010).
In addition to more general problems with categorical speech
perception tasks, the empirical evidence is not consistent with
the argument that the perception of speech by non-speaking ani-
mals demonstrates that vocal systems are not necessary for speech
perception. Neurobiologically, the argument is unsound because,in the early work frequently used to support this argument (e.g.
Jusczyk, 1981), the brain was not directly observed. Yet it has been
suggested that premotor cortex is involved in processing sounds
that we cannot produce in ways that make use of the underlying
computational mechanisms that would also be involved in move-
ment (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007; Schubotz, 2007). Indeed, posterior
ventral frontal regions are activated in nonhuman primates by
sounds they cannot produce (Gil-da-Costa et al., 2006; Joly et al.,
2012), including human speech (Romanski & Goldman-Rakic,
2002). With regard to nonspeaking neonates and infants,
Bruderer et al. (2015) showed that perturbing the articulators of
6-month old infants disrupts their ability to perceive speech
sounds. In support of this behavioural finding, frontal cortex,
including the pars opercularis, seems to be involved in prelinguis-
tic infants’ speech perception abilities (Gervain & Werker, 2008;
Homae, Watanabe, Nakano, & Taga, 2011; Shultz, Vouloumanos,
Bennett, & Pelphrey, 2014). Furthermore, infants have stronger
functional connectivity between frontal and temporal regions
when listening to sentences (Homae, Watanabe, & Taga, 2014;
Homae et al., 2011), perhaps corresponding to a surprisingly
mature structural connectivity in infants between frontal, includ-
ing premotor, and posterior temporal regions (Leroy et al., 2011;
Perani et al., 2011).
A computationally informed or nascent role of vocal or speech
production systems in non- or pre-vocal animals is also more con-
sistent with other behavioural data that demonstrates strong
reciprocal links between speech production and perception
throughout the lifespan. To give 10 striking examples:
I. Articulations produced by infants affect both their auditory
and audiovisual speech perception (Bruderer et al., 2015;
Yeung & Werker, 2013).
II. In both children and adults perceptual learning of speech is
transferred to the production domain and vice versa
(Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997;
Kittredge & Dell, 2016; Lametti, Krol, Shiller, & Ostry,
2014; Shiller & Rochon, 2014).
III. Imitation or shadowing speech tasks are much faster than
would be predicted, e.g., when compared to simply repeat-
ing one sound or responding with button presses (Fowler,
Brown, Sabadini, & Weihing, 2003; Nye & Fowler, 2003/1;
Scarbel, Beautemps, Schwartz, & Sato, 2014).
IV. During production, participants are faster to respond when
they also hear or see a sound that is produced by the same
articulators as the sound they are asked to produce
(Galantucci, Fowler, & Goldstein, 2009; Roon & Gafos, 2015).
V. The ‘‘verbal transformation effect” (VTE) has been argued to
have a speech production related etiology (Basirat, Schwartz,
& Sato, 2012). In particular, the VTE is the experience of illu-
sory sounds in speech when rapidly repeated over time, e.g.,
‘‘tress” repeated for three minutes might be heard as ‘‘dress”,
‘‘floris”, ‘‘florist”, ‘‘Jewish”, ‘‘Joyce”, ‘‘stress” and ‘‘purse” (see
Warren, 1968). When self generated, the effect is increased
with increasing articulatory involvement. When the VTE is
experienced during listening, illusions are most likely to cor-
respond to stable articulatory sequences.
VI. Real-time manipulations of auditory or somatosensory feed-
back change production and corresponding perceptual rep-
resentations (Houde & Jordan, 1998; Lametti, Rochet-
Capellan, Neufeld, Shiller, & Ostry, 2014; Lane & Tranel,
1971; Nasir & Ostry, 2009; Shiller, Sato, Gracco, & Baum,
2009).
VII. Producing speech can modify speech perception online in
specific ways and even cause a McGurk-MacDonald effect
(McGurk & MacDonald, 1976). For example, participants
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actually producing is replaced with a speech sound other
than the one they observe themselves producing (Mochida
et al., 2013; Sams, Möttönen, & Sihvonen, 2005).
VIII. Speech discrimination can be biased towards hearing certain
sounds by stretching the face in a way that is similar to pro-
ducing those sounds, or by applying inaudible air puffs to
the skin to mimic production-associated aspiration of those
sounds (Gick & Derrick, 2009; Ito, Tiede, & Ostry, 2009) .
IX. Distractor sounds influence the way the tongue makes con-
tact with the roof of the mouth in ways specific to that sound
when producing different sounds (Yuen, Davis, Brysbaert, &
Rastle, 2010) (for discussion, see McGettigan, Agnew, &
Scott, 2010; Rastle, Davis, & Brysbaert, 2010).
X. Predictions associated with hearing, e.g., ‘‘The pond was full
of croaking. . .” influences tongue position, affecting the sub-
sequent forced production of a word like ‘‘toad” compared to
‘‘frogs” (Drake & Corley, 2015).
Considered in isolation, any one of these behavioural phenom-
ena would not be enough to decisively link speech production to
perception. Indeed, there have been plenty of arguments (e.g.,
see the four critiques referenced in McGowan & Faber, 1996) and
a small number of studies that claim from behavioural evidence
that ‘‘the motor system” does not play a role in speech perception.
For example, Matchin, Groulx, and Hickok (2014), in a failure to
replicate Sams et al. (2005) argue from null results that ‘‘the motor
system does not play a role in AV [audiovisual] speech integration”
(pg. 619). Furthermore, a look at the effect sizes in the cited studies
(when reported) indicates that results often do not reach a medium
effect (though this is true of psychology generally where the aver-
age effect size is typically small, e.g., Richard, Bond, & Stokes-Zoota,
2003). Nonetheless, when taken together, these findings present a
converging body of evidence that clearly indicates a role or roles
for speech production systems in speech perception. The infre-
quent report of lack of effect and smaller effect sizes might rather
suggest that these roles are not all or nothing but, rather, dynamic
and contextually determined.2.3. Computational modelling
Computational models of speech production are often sensori-
motor in nature, with auditory cortex playing a crucial role in
learning to produce speech and speaking (e.g., Guenther, Ghosh,
& Tourville, 2006; Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011). The converse, that
models of speech perception assume the involvement of speech
production systems, is less common. However, an examination of
the computational modelling work that has been done suggests
that speech representations, computations, and mechanisms that
are sensorimotor in nature better account for data than auditory-
only counterparts.
‘‘Silent” computer speech recognition systems suggest the pos-
sibility that speech perception can be achieved without audible
acoustic information, using only speech production related infor-
mation. For example, a recurrent neural network trained to read
lips from video can achieve 80% word classification accuracy
(Wand, Koutník, & Schmidhuber, 2016). High resolution movement
dynamics recorded from the tongue, lip, and jaw are sufficient for
word and sentence recognition accuracies greater than 93% with
support vector machine classifiers (Wang, Samal, Green, &
Rudzicz, 2012; Wang et al., 2012). Indeed, incorporating articula-
tory feature information yields more accurate computer speech
and speaker recognition than strategies that take only acoustic
information into account (Badino, Canevari, Fadiga, & Metta,
2012; Canevari, Badino, D’Ausilio, Fadiga, & Metta, 2013; Kinget al., 2007; Li et al., 2016; Mitra, Sivaraman, Nam, Espy-Wilson,
& Saltzman, 2014; Tan, Liu, Jiang, & Zheng, 2015).
Likewise, explicit computational models of speech perception
improve when production related information is included in mod-
els. Properties of discreteness and compositionality in speech per-
ception are said to derive from the coupling of production and
perception in models using artificial agents (Oudeyer, 2005). Sim-
ilarly, computational models of language acquisition develop sen-
sorimotor representations that are subsequently used during
speech perception (Howard & Messum, 2014; Kröger & Cao,
2015; Messum & Howard, 2015; Westermann & Reck Miranda,
2004). Principles codified in the AxS model have been imple-
mented in speech recognition systems, resulting in recognition
improvement (Bawab, Raj, & Stern, 2008; Blackburn, 1996). Simi-
larly, it was found that a sensorimotor speech model in the COSMO
Bayesian modelling framework outperforms both auditory and
motor only models with motor only models performing better than
auditory models under adverse conditions (Moulin-Frier, Diard,
Schwartz, & Bessière, 2015; Moulin-Frier, Laurent, Bessière,
Schwartz, & Diard, 2012). Finally, song production also plays an
important role in a computational model of bird song recognition
(Yildiz & Kiebel, 2011).
2.4. Nonhumans
Humans are obviously not the only animals that both produce
and perceive sounds categorically or otherwise. Neurobiological
research indicates a role of distributed vocal production systems
in perception in rodents, birds, and nonhuman primates. In mice,
motor cortex influences auditory cortical processing (Anderson &
Linden, 2016; Nelson et al., 2013). This likely occurs through pro-
jections and corollary discharge from motor to auditory cortex
(Nelson & Mooney, 2016; Nelson et al., 2013; Schneider et al.,
2014). This feedback related activity is often said to be suppressive.
Though this would appear to reduce auditory sensitivity (seem-
ingly at the expense of survival value), it might actually increase
sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio and/or be part of a predictive
mechanism to distinguish internally from externally generated
sound (Schneider & Mooney, 2015; Schneider et al., 2014).
Songbirds have complex vocal systems comparable to human
speech (Bolhuis, Okanoya, & Scharff, 2010; Petkov & Jarvis, 2012).
‘‘A motor theory of song perception” has been proposed in birds
because neurons that innervate the syrinx show selective
responses to song listening (Williams & Nottebohm, 1985). Indeed,
damage to the auditory or vocal peripheries of birds ‘‘result in
altered auditory tuning” (Pytte & Suthers, 1999; Roy & Mooney,
2007; Solis & Doupe, 2000) and damage to sensorimotor song
regions can result in song discrimination problems (Brainard &
Doupe, 2013; Prather, Nowicki, Anderson, Peters, & Mooney,
2009). Neurons in bird sensorimotor regions are active during both
the production and perception of song (J. F. Prather, Peters,
Nowicki, & Mooney, 2008). Furthermore, they show evidence for
the categorical perception of song notes (Mooney, 2014; Prather
et al., 2009).
Non-human primate vocal communication is typically viewed
as limited and simple and, perhaps for this reason, is neurobiolog-
ically understudied (though this appears to be changing, Ghazanfar
& Eliades, 2014). In the macaque, regions 44 and 45 (with area 44
perhaps corresponding to the pars opercularis in humans) contain
single neurons that respond during both primate call production
and listening (Hage & Nieder, 2015). Though there are auditory
mirror neurons, no study has found auditory mirror neurons for
macaque calls in area F5 (Kohler et al., 2002), likely corresponding
to human ventral premotor cortex (BA 6) (Ferri et al., 2015;
Nelissen, Luppino, Vanduffel, Rizzolatti, & Orban, 2005). Mirror
neurons in F5, however, have been found that discharge during
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ments (Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti, & Fogassi, 2003). In the mar-
moset, a more vocal primate, neurons in ventral premotor and
auditory cortex are involved in both listening to and producing
vocalizations (Miller, Dimauro, Pistorio, Hendry, & Wang, 2010;
Miller, Thomas, Nummela, & de la Mothe, 2015). Self-initiated
vocalizations result in auditory cortical suppression and excitation,
with suppression being a more general response, corresponding to
an increase in sensitivity to vocal feedback (Eliades & Wang, 2002,
2008, 2013).
2.5. Damage and disorders
Studies involving brain damage and disorder are often afforded
more weight in evaluating evidence pertaining to ‘‘the role of the
motor system in speech perception” because results are from
humans and considered ‘‘causal”. The logic is that, if ‘‘motor cor-
tex” is destroyed and a patient can still perceive speech, ‘‘motor
cortex” must not play a necessary role. This logic is weak on any
number of grounds (see the earlier discussion about what consti-
tutes ‘‘motor cortex” and the complexity of speech production sys-
tems; other issues with this logic include the large size of lesions,
individual variability, comorbid deficits, plasticity and rapid reor-
ganization, etc.). Nonetheless, given this weight, we spend more
time (re-) considering this literature. Results suggest that patients
with impaired speech production abilities because of stroke, lesion,
and movement disorders usually have some speech perception
impairment. These are the result of a distributed set of brain
regions. Furthermore, some of this work suggests specificity (as
with specific place of articulation deficits) and dynamic involve-
ment of these distributed region (as suggested by variability in
results).
In stroke, deficits in processing of acoustic cues, speech seg-
ments, and words are not limited to fluent (e.g., Wernicke’s) apha-
sics. Nonfluent patients (like Broca’s and conduction aphasias)
showed differential impairment of spectral and temporal acoustic
cues in a word-discrimination test (Leeper, Shewan, & Booth,
1986). Miceli, Gainotti, Caltagirone, and Masullo (1980) found a
strong relationship between the ability to produce speech and dis-
criminate syllables in 69 fluent and nonfluent aphasics. Specifi-
cally, contrasts between groups with and without a phonemic
output disorder showed that patients with a disorder were worse
at discriminating phonemes, particularly but not limited to those
distinguished by place of articulation (see also, Martin & Saffran,
2002). Basso, Casati, and Vignolo (1977) found that 95% of nonflu-
ent (Broca’s and global) patients (N = 21) had a phoneme identifi-
cation defect in detecting the boundary zone between voiced and
voiceless consonants on a voice onset time (VOT) continuum. Fur-
thermore, this disorder was present in 100% of patients with, and
only 25% of patients without, disorders of phonemic output. Simi-
larly, Shewan (1980) found that 67% of their nonfluent Broca’s
aphasics (N = 9) had some receptive phonological impairment. This
group showed a correlation of .88 between their production
impairment scores and phonological perception. Finally, compre-
hension can be impaired in Broca’s aphasics if word processing is
made more difficult through acoustic distortion (Moineau,
Dronkers, & Bates, 2005).
These studies provide little, if any, information about
what brain damage leads to these strongly positive relationships
between speech production and perception in aphasias. It is often
assumed that nonfluent damage is associated with frontal and
fluent aphasias with posterior lesions. However, this can be
challenged for any number of reasons (e.g., Mohr et al., 1978 but
see also, Kreisler et al., 2000). Indeed, speech perception deficits
seem to result from nearly any type of aphasia, including those
with damage to frontal, posterior, or both sets of regions(Blumstein, 1994). To give some examples, aphasia associated with
both frontal and posterior damage results in impaired syllable
identification relative to controls (Kimura & Watson, 1989).
Gainotti, Miceli, Silveri, and Villa (1982) found that patients with
left frontal lobe damage (N = 6) made significantly more errors
on phoneme discrimination compared to patients with temporal
(N = 9) but not parietal lobe (N = 7) lesions.
This distribution of speech perception results coheres well with
the proposal to take seriously the claim that speech production
systems are distributed and, therefore, their involvement in per-
ception will also include a distributed set of regions. Indeed, many
of the reviewed ‘‘core” production regions have specifically been
shown to be involved in both speech production and perception
in stroke and lesion studies. In a thoughtful review, Schirmer
(2004) showed that lesions to the left frontal cortex (variously
resulting in non-fluent, Broca’s, transcortical motor, and conduc-
tion aphasia) and the cerebellum result in both speech production
and perception problems in segmenting speech based on temporal
differences (e.g., ‘‘ladder” and ‘‘latter” differ only in small temporal
differences in closure and voice onset times; see Ackermann,
Mathiak, & Riecker, 2007 for a cerebellum specific review).
Frontal cortex is quite vague and reflects the extent of damage
typically caused by stroke. A more focal cortical excision study in
epilepsy patients suggests that frontal cortex does include regions
specifically involved in moving the articulators. In particular,
Taylor (1979) showed that removal of cortex from around the face
region (in individuals without aphasia) led to deficits in phoneme
identification (as cited in Kimura & Watson, 1989; Taylor, 1979;
see also, note 20 in Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992). Finally,
there are case studies providing evidence that insular damage
results in both speech production problems (like transient mutism,
oral apraxia, or conduction aphasia) and auditory agnosia for both
nonspeech and speech sounds (for a review of the role of the insula
in auditory processing, see Bamiou, Musiek, & Luxon, 2003/5; Fifer,
1993; Habib et al., 1995/3; Hyman & Tranel, 1989).
Movement disorders caused by other means further indicate
the distributed nature of the roles of speech production systems
in perception. Cerebral palsy is a movement disorder that can
result in anarthria and dysarthria and impacts sensorimotor net-
works (Lee et al., 2011; Scheck, Boyd, & Rose, 2012). Both children
and adults with cerebral palsy have been shown to perform worse
on phoneme discrimination and this is often related to articulatory
abilities (Bishop, Brown, & Robson, 1990; Peeters, Verhoeven, de
Moor, & van Balkom, 2009; Peeters, Verhoeven, van Balkom, & de
Moor, 2008; Smith, 2001). Parkinson’s disease is a degenerative
movement disorder that results in reductions in premotor, SMA,
and parietal cortex metabolism, linked to the basal ganglia
(Eidelberg, 2009). These regions comprise not only motor systems
for moving distal limbs but also those involved in swallowing and
speech production (Robbins, Logemann, & Kirshner, 1986). Speech
discrimination and phonological perception is impaired in Parkin-
son’s disease (Cummings, Darkins, Mendez, Hill, & Benson, 1988;
Elorriaga-Santiago, Silva-Pereyra, Rodríguez-Camacho, &
Carrasco-Vargas, 2013; Vitale et al., 2016; Zanini et al., 2003).
Schirmer (2004) also reviewed studies showing that damage asso-
ciated with the basal ganglia from both Parkinson’s and Hunting-
ton’s disease results in problems segmenting speech during both
production and perception. Speech production involvement in per-
ception even extends to the periphery, e.g., as children with cleft
palates have problems detecting specific place of articulation fea-
tures in speech (Whitehill, Francis, & Ching, 2003).
Studies of brain damage and disorders show that there is a
strong relationship between speech production, a distributed set
of production regions, and perception. Some show, however, that
damage does not uniformly result in speech perception deficits.
In many patients, the ability to perceive speech is said to be rela-
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2007; Naeser, Palumbo, Helm-Estabrooks, Stiassny-Eder, & Albert,
1989; Stasenko et al., 2015; Weller, 1993). For example,
Blumstein, Cooper, Zurif, and Caramazza (1977) is interpreted
(e.g., Hickok, Costanzo, et al., 2011) as not showing a relationship
between production and perception (despite that arguably 2/5ths
of the patients did). They found that, in a group of nonfluent
patients, only 27% had discrimination and 37% labelling impair-
ments on a VOT continuum compared to 0% and 75% in Wernicke’s
aphasia. They also found no clear relationship between production
and perception of VOT. The sample size for this analysis, however,
was only eight patients with a heterogeneous mix of five different
types of aphasias. To give an example involving more precise local-
ization of function, Hickok et al. (2011; see also Rogalsky, Love,
Driscoll, Anderson, & Hickok, 2011) examined speech discrimina-
tion in patients that had frontal lobe lesions that included some
aspects of Broca’s area. These patients performed significantly
worse on speech discrimination than a control group with
temporal-occipital damage. Furthermore, in one of the two speech
tasks, more severe speech fluency problems were associated with
worse discrimination. Despite these results, given the relatively
decent performance of the Broca’s damaged group on both speech
tasks, and the lack of relationship between discrimination and flu-
ency on one of the speech tasks, the authors conclude from null
results that ‘‘the motor speech system is not necessary for speech
perception”.
Thus, like the reviewed behavioural data, brain damage and dis-
order results suggest a strong contribution of speech production
regions to perception but with some variability. Even this variabil-
ity, however, is relative and still far removed from showing unim-
paired performance (as we indicate in the prior paragraph).
Furthermore, such variability is not surprising when considering
the large amount of variability in recovery from aphasia generally
(Lazar & Antoniello, 2008) and that speech production involves not
just posterior frontal regions like Broca’s area (which, as reviewed,
does not play as prominent of a role in speech production as pre-
viously believed). Rather, speech production is supported by a dis-
tributed set of brain regions, any of which might be more or less
preserved and, therefore, participate in speech perception as nor-
mal or might have been involved in recovery after damage. Indeed,
aphasia is associated with recovery and brain reorganization that
occurs at different timescales post stroke (Saur et al., 2006). For
example, in one study, patients with even extensive damage to
Broca’s area recovered speech production within three days and
this was associated with activity shifts to putatively homologous
regions in the right hemisphere (Thulborn, Carpenter, & Just, 1999).
2.6. Stimulation and recording
Direct cortical stimulation (DCS) and recording (i.e., electrocor-
ticography or ECoG) usually occurs when patients, under local
anaesthesia, are stimulated to locate epileptogenic zones appropri-
ate for surgical removal. In contrast, transcranial magnetic stimu-
lation (TMS) and direct current stimulation (tDCS) are
noninvasive and involve excitation or inhibition of brain regions
through the skull. This is usually in concert with measurements
of the resulting behavioural effects and/or, in the case of TMS, elec-
tromyographic (EMG) responses in muscles if the stimulation is
over primary motor cortex. Like lesion studies, TMS studies are
often considered to have special status over other methods pre-
sumably because they involve unimpaired human participants
and focal stimulation that can be used to infer causality (Paus,
2005).
As discussed in Section 1.1.1, DCS across a distributed set of
regions results in both movement and sensation of the articulators
(Penfield & Boldrey, 1937). Ojemann (1991, 1983) and Ojemannand Mateer (1979) noted a ‘‘striking association” between motor
sites and identifying speech sounds. Specifically, they found that
stimulating sites involved in motor sequencing and mimicry fre-
quently led to deficits in phoneme identification. Furthermore,
DCS and simultaneous surface recordings suggest that such effects
could come about through bidirectional connectivity between pos-
terior ventral frontal, parietal, and posterior superior temporal
regions (Matsumoto et al., 2004). Such connectivity may explain
why DCS to posterior ventral frontal regions can result in auditory
hallucinations (Lesser, Lueders, Dinner, Hahn, & Cohen, 1984).
Though frontal lobe stimulation infrequently yields these (see
Boatman, 2004 for discussion of Lesser et al., 1984), converging
neuroimaging evidence supports the claim that interactions
between a distributed set of speech production and auditory
regions underlies the experience of auditory hallucinations
(Allen, Larøi, McGuire, & Aleman, 2008; Diederen et al., 2012;
Dierks et al., 1999; Jardri, Pouchet, Pins, & Thomas, 2011; Linden
et al., 2011; Shergill, Brammer, Williams, Murray, & McGuire,
2000).
Subsequent to foundational DCS work, ECoG (Cheung, Hamiton,
Johnson, & Chang, 2016; Cogan et al., 2014; Edwards et al., 2010;
Rhone et al., 2016), TMS (For a review, see Devlin & Watkins,
2007), and tDCS studies (Daniel Robert Lametti, Oostwoud
Wijdenes, Bonaiuto, Bestmann, & Rothwell, 2016; Sehm et al.,
2013) have all shown that brain regions involved in moving the
articulators and producing speech are involved in speech percep-
tion. Most of these studies focus on posterior ventral frontal cortex
but some suggest a more distributed set of regions. For example,
using tDCS Lametti et al. (2016) showed that the cerebellum plays
a timing role during speech perception. These newer methods also
significantly advance arguments pertaining to the specificity of the
role of production systems and show that involvement is dynamic,
varying with listening context.2.6.1. Specificity
ECoG nicely extends DCS results to address specificity of repre-
sentations. Cogan et al. (2014) used ECoG to reveal significant sen-
sorimotor responses to speech in ventral frontal, somatosensory,
parietal, and posterior superior temporal regions. They used classi-
fiers to demonstrate that these sensorimotor responses during lis-
tening carried information about both the sensory and motor
content of speech responses and that they represent a transforma-
tion from sensory input into motor output.
Cheung et al. (2016) also found that posterior ventral frontal
regions overlapped for speech production and perception. They
did not, however, demonstrate a somatotopic organization of cor-
tical responses or an organization consistent with place of articula-
tion processing in these regions during perception. Rather,
responses were more similar to the acoustic representation in
the auditory cortex, though weaker. Thus the authors maintain
that ‘‘motor cortex” plays an auditory role in speech perception
without transformation to an articulatory representation. Though
the authors state that participants engaged in ‘‘passive” listening,
they seem to have been ‘‘asked to identify the syllable they heard
by selecting from a multiple-choice question”. Schomers and
Pulvermüller (2016) suggest that reliance on a potentially obscur-
ing motor response to measure perception and high gamma might
have led to these results. If so, something closer to reality, as
demonstrated by Cogan et al. (2014), is that representations in pos-
terior ventral frontal regions are likely more complex than simply
auditory or articulatory only (or visual only for that matter, see the
ECoG study of Rhone et al., 2016). Indeed, there is a great deal of
evidence across species that the representations in these regions
are not so homogeneous (Long et al., 2016; Peh, Roberts, &
Mooney, 2015).
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resentations in a manner more consistent with sensorimotor rep-
resentations than the auditory only representations suggested by
Cheung et al. (2016). First, speech perception activates motor cor-
tex in a somatotopic manner. That is, different regions of motor
cortex used to produce different sounds (lip or tongue regions)
are differentially involved in perception of speech sounds that
more or less involve those effectors, particularly for speech that
is difficult to perceive (D’Ausilio, Bufalari, Salmas, & Fadiga, 2012;
D’Ausilio et al., 2009; Mottonen & Watkins, 2009; Smalle, Rogers,
& Möttönen, 2015). Second, it has been found that the degree of
motor recruitment depends on the perceived distance between
the voice of the listener and voices of the talkers being listened
to – supporting a claim that speech perception relies on the contri-
bution of listeners’ own motor knowledge (Bartoli et al., 2015).
2.6.2. Dynamics
TMS studies also show that the degree of influence of speech
production systems on perception varies with listening context,
e.g., as in a quiet versus noisy pub or listening to someone speaking
while they are eating chips versus when they are not. Specifically,
TMS studies find a decrease in speech discrimination primarily in
noisy or difficult speech tasks (Boatman, 2004; Meister, Wilson,
Deblieck, Wu, & Iacoboni, 2007; Romero, Walsh, & Papagno,
2006). Somatotopic facilitation of motor evoked potentials was
associated with listening to distorted speech (produced by tongue
depression) but not naturally produced speech (Nuttall, Kennedy-
Higgins, Hogan, Devlin, & Adank, 2016). Despite this generality,
null effects for clear speech does not mean that there is no relation-
ship between speech production and perception when listening is
easy. Indeed, TMS influences have been shown for speech not in
noise (Bartoli et al., 2015; Sato, Tremblay, & Gracco, 2009;
Schomers, Kirilina, Weigand, Bajbouj, & Pulvermüller, 2015) and
somatotopic effects have been found for clear speech without an
accompanying task (Möttönen, Dutton, & Watkins, 2013). Further-
more, hearing and seeing clear speech facilitates the excitability of
articulatory motor cortex (Watkins, Strafella, & Paus, 2003).
There have been criticisms of studies demonstrating a change in
speech perception following TMS of motor regions. One is that the
perceptual change could, more simply, be a result of TMS-induced
change in response strategies or biases employed during psy-
chophysical testing (Venezia, Saberi, Chubb, & Hickok, 2012). How-
ever, Smalle et al. (2015) demonstrated that disruptive TMS
applied to articulatory motor cortex decreased the discriminability
of speech sounds without significantly altering response bias. A
second criticism centres on the nature of the stimuli used in these
studies – typically, discrete phonemes, something one is not likely
to encounter in the real-world (Hickok, 2014). Thus, small TMS
effects, even if real, likely have no real-world effect on understand-
ing. However, several studies have now demonstrated that TMS to
articulatory motor cortex and other speech production regions
alter word comprehension in a speech specific manner
(Murakami, Kell, Restle, Ugawa, & Ziemann, 2015; Schomers
et al., 2015). A third criticism is that facilitatory TMS may excite
motor regions, priming a production-perception link that, under
normal conditions, would not be involved in perception. However,
though this idea might apply to facilitation studies, it fails to pre-
dict the impairments in perception that are consistently observed
following disruptive TMS to motor regions (Mottonen & Watkins,
2009; Möttönen, van de Ven, & Watkins, 2014; Smalle et al., 2015).
2.7. Neuroimaging
Amongothers, neuroimagingmethods include positron emission
tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
and source localized electro- (EEG) and magnetoencephalography(MEG). Neuroimaging has variously demonstrated that speech
production regionsplay amajor role in speechperceptionusingboth
‘‘passive” and ‘‘active” listening tasks, with andwithout speech pro-
duction localizers. Our review of these studies is truncated because
quantitative meta-analyses of neuroimaging data are conducted in
the second half of this manuscript. We focus here on studies that
specifically address the specificity, mechanisms, and dynamics of
the role of speech production systems in perception (i.e., the ‘‘how”
and ‘‘when” questions).
2.7.1. Specificity
Reviewed computational modelling, nonhuman brain, brain
damage/disorder, and, particularly, stimulation/recording studies
each suggest that sensorimotor representations and computations
involved in producing speech are directly involved in speech per-
ception (i.e., these regions are likely not performing unrelated
and de novo computations). The majority of neuroimaging studies,
starting with the earliest PET studies (Démonet et al., 1992; Zatorre
et al., 1992), support this position. Specificity can be seen in
‘‘passive” speech listening studies, our primary focus as they do
not require confounding motor responses that complicate interpre-
tation. In particular, listening to and/or viewing audio (Aziz-Zadeh,
Sheng, & Gheytanchi, 2010), visual (Paulesu et al., 2003; Skipper,
Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, & Small, 2007), and audiovisual
(Skipper, Nusbaum, & Small, 2005; Skipper, van Wassenhove,
Nusbaum, & Small, 2007; Tremblay & Small, 2011) speech engages
primarily posterior superior temporal regions and, variously, all of
the regions identified as constituting core speech production
regions (though there is certainly individual variability, see e.g.,
Szenkovits, Peelle, Norris, & Davis, 2012). Some of these ‘‘passive”
listening studies include a separate speech production task that
can serve as a localizer for actual speech production regions,
accounting for potential individual differences in patterns of activ-
ity when producing speech. Furthermore, these studies provide
more specificity to the claim that speech perception across modal-
ities activates regions also active during production (Grabski et al.,
2013; Skipper et al., 2007; Tremblay & Small, 2011; Wilson &
Iacoboni, 2006; Wilson, Saygin, Sereno, & Iacoboni, 2004).
Bolstering claims of specificity, ‘‘passively” listening to speech
sounds activates pre- and primary motor regions in a somatotopic
manner. That is, sounds that involve more movement of the lips
when produced activate regions for actually moving the lips more
than regions associated with other articulators (Pulvermüller et al.,
2006). Arsenault and Buchsbaum (2015), however, failed to repli-
cate these results using either univariate or multivariate pattern
analysis. This might be in part because somatotopy is not as sim-
plistic as typically portrayed in neuroimaging and TMS studies of
speech (Meier, Aflalo, Kastner, & Graziano, 2008). Based on a
review of 14 fMRI studies, Schomers and Pulvermüller (2016) sug-
gest the failure to replicate is in part because Arsenault and
Buchsbaum (2015) used a button-pressing task that produced
‘‘motor noise” or ceiling effects from continual motor preparation.
They point out that Arsenault and Buchsbaum (2015) did find
decoding of place of articulation in somatosensory cortex and
argue that somatosensory activity would not be subject to the
same ceiling effects and would require a speech motor explanation.
Perhaps supporting this argument, other ‘‘passive” studies using
multivariate decoding do find evidence of specificity in posterior
ventral frontal regions. Correia, Jansma, and Bonte (2015) trained
classifiers to discriminate activity from listening to syllables that
differed on place of articulation, manner, or voicing and then tested
whether they could predict activity from a different set of syllables.
Place, manner, and voicing were each found to be represented in
superior temporal and somatosensory cortices. However, only
place and manner were specifically found to be represented in a
broader set of regions involved in producing speech that included
Fig. 2. ‘‘Intrinsic” sensorimotor connectivity of primary auditory cortex. Resting-state connectivity of left primary auditory cortex (BA 41) in a sample of 1000 participants
(red; seed MNI coordinate is x = 44, y = 28, y = 8; r > .15; clusters > 160 mm3). Overlap of white matter structural connectivity originating in primary motor cortex (BA 4)
with functional connectivity (yellow; data from ALE meta-analysis of 69 papers; N = 4565; p < .05 FDR corrected; clusters > 160 mm3). See Fig. 1 for location of regions.
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(though other studies suggest a more ‘‘general” or abstract repre-
sentation in these regions, Agnew, McGettigan, & Scott, 2011;
Evans & Davis, 2015).
For these reasons, Schomers and Pulvermüller (2016) argue for
a specific role of speech production regions in perception. Indeed,
of the 10 fMRI task based studies in their review that analysed
specificity for phonetic features (including Correia et al., 2015),
80% showed specific selectivity for mostly place of articulation in
posterior IFG and pre- and primary motor cortex. This distribution
is consistent with speech production studies in which sensitivities
to features vary throughout the brain. For example, ECoG shows
that place of articulation involves broad distributed networks
throughout production, including posterior ventral frontal regions,
whereas manner and voicing are dominated by auditory cortical
responses after speech initiation (Lotte et al., 2015).
Finally, not all studies demonstrating selectivity involve listen-
ing to speech. ‘‘Resting state” studies, in which participants are not
presented with stimuli and have no explicit task, suggest an
‘‘intrinsic” network organization of the human auditory cortex that
includes all of the ‘‘core” speech production regions (Demertzi
et al., 2014; Maudoux et al., 2012; Yakunina, Tae, Lee, Kim, &
Nam, 2013). Fig. 2 is an example created for this review using pub-
lically available meta-analytic data from 1000 participants. It
shows that the resting state connectivity of a seed voxel in left
primary auditory cortex overlaps with primary motor and
somatosensory cortices, SMA, insula, and the IPL (Fig. 2 red;
retrieved from http://neurosynth.org/locations/-44_-28_8/; data
from Yeo et al., 2011). Furthermore, the white matter connectivity
from primary motor cortex (BA 4) across 69 studies includes signif-
icant connections to primary auditory cortex bilaterally (Fig. 2 yel-
low; data from ALE meta-analysis done with all available white
matter voxel based morphometry studies using ‘‘normal” partici-
pants and having BA 4 connections; see Section 3.2 for methods
description). Thus, the functional and structural connectivity of
the auditory cortex is intrinsically sensorimotor (see Dick et al.,
2014 for more information about the language connectome).
Using simultaneously acquired EEG and fMRI, Giraud et al.
(2007) demonstrate the specificity of intrinsic network connec-
tions like these. They found that spontaneous EEG gamma oscilla-
tions, associated more with phonemic time scales and tonguemovement, correlated with resting BOLD fluctuations in auditory
and ventral premotor tongue regions. In contrast, theta oscillations,
associated more with syllabic time scales and movement of the jaw
or mouth, was associated with auditory and ventral premotor
mouth regions.
2.7.2. Mechanisms
Neuroimaging studies are somewhat unique compared to other
approaches reviewed in that they can be used to look at the gross
functional and/or structural connectivity of the whole brain. In
doing so, questions about mechanisms can be addressed by making
inferences based on which regions are connected and how they are
connected. For example, for the AxS model, one might hypothesize
a bidirectional or at least feedback relationship between posterior
ventral frontal production regions and auditory cortices. This net-
work should show some production related specificity (as seen
for individual regions in the prior section). Finally, given that the
AxS model is predictive, a temporal relationship would also be
expected, i.e., posterior ventral activity should precede auditory
cortices. Indeed, all of these criteria for an AxS like mechanism
have been shown using network analyses.
Ventral premotor regions active during both speech production
and ‘‘passive” speech listening have been shown to be reciprocally
connected to superior temporal cortex (Wilson & Iacoboni, 2006).
Furthermore, these and other speech production related regions
(including somatosensory cortex and the cerebellum) form a stron-
ger functional network during ‘‘passive” listening to pronounce-
able compared to unpronounceable stimuli (Londei et al., 2007,
2010). That is, they show some measure of specificity.
Several network studies have examined direction of connectiv-
ity. One shows bottom-up or feedforward connectivity from poste-
rior superior temporal to premotor cortices during a categorization
task (Chevillet, Jiang, Rauschecker, & Riesenhuber, 2013). Most
studies, however, show top-down or feedback functional connec-
tivity. For example, multimodal neuroimaging data (MRI/EEG/
MEG) shows that pre- and primary motor cortex activity (in the
ventral portion by our definition) is functionally connected with,
precedes, and influences speech activation in posterior superior
temporal regions (Gow & Segawa, 2009). Other studies show syn-
chrony or oscillatory behaviour that can be characterized as both
feedforward and feedback functional connectivity. For example,
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and superior temporal cortices for speech over nonspeech sounds
(Osnes, Hugdahl, & Specht, 2011). Using methods with better tem-
poral resolution (MEG), reciprocal synchrony between auditory
regions (like those at the temporoparietal junction) and ventral
and dorsal motor regions have been shown to underlie speech
sound categorization (Alho et al., 2014). Similarly, using joint fMRI
and EEG, it has been shown that there is early reciprocal activity
between posterior superior temporal, parietal, post and precentral
gyrus for a syllable over chirp task that is not consistent with any
straightforward feedforward hierarchical organization (Liebenthal,
Sabri, Beardsley, Mangalathu-Arumana, & Desai, 2013).2.7.3. Dynamics
Reviewed stimulation/recording studies suggested that poste-
rior ventral frontal regions are dynamically engaged during speech
perception, e.g., their contribution to speech perception increases
as a function of discrimination difficulty. Task based neuroimaging
experiments can be used to test whether this dynamic engagement
occurs across speech production systems. Indeed, task based stud-
ies show similar results as those for ‘‘passive” listening, i.e., poste-
rior superior temporal regions are co-active with speech
production regions (Vigneau et al., 2006). Furthermore, this activ-
ity is not necessarily confounded with motor engagement associ-
ated with task demands. For example, speech production regions
(most prominently, posterior ventral frontal regions) are active
for phoneme categorization tasks (Alho et al., 2012). Moreover,
they show phoneme category-selectivity even when that informa-
tion is task-irrelevant and this predicts behavioural performance
(Chevillet et al., 2013).
Like reviewed TMS studies, task based studies show that the
more difficult speech is to understand, the more speech production
regions are engaged. In particular, greater activity and/or connec-
tivity has been shown for studies (some with speech production
localizers) contrasting non-native and native speech (Callan,
Callan, & Jones, 2014; Callan, Jones, Callan, & Akahane-Yamada,
2004; Wilson & Iacoboni, 2006), distorted and clear speech (Du,
Buchsbaum, Grady, & Alain, 2014; Osnes et al., 2011), more and
less temporally compressed speech (Adank & Devlin, 2010;
Poldrack et al., 2001), speech in noise with lower and higher noise
levels (Binder, Liebenthal, Possing, Medler, & Ward, 2004; Scott,
Rosen, Wickham, & Wise, 2004; Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Festen, &
Schoonhoven, 2006), and syllable complexity, operationalized by
the presence or absence of a consonant cluster (Tremblay &
Small, 2011; see Adank, 2012 for a related meta-analysis).3. Quantitative review
3.1. Overview
Across converging methods, the qualitative review suggests a
specific and dynamic role of distributed speech production systems
in speech perception. This review, however, may have been biased
in a number of ways. First, many of the reviewed studies used
methods and tasks that have some unnatural motor component
to them (like engaging motor systems electrically, button presses
associated with tasks, or tasks that elicit subvocal rehearsal). This
might result in the appearance that speech production regions
are engaged when they are normally not. This, in combination with
a possible article selection bias and ‘‘file-drawer effect” (Rosenthal,
1979), leaves open the possibility that speech production systems
play less of a role in speech perception than was suggested by the
qualitative review. Conversely, there is another source of bias in
that many of the reviewed studies tend to report ‘‘motor system”
engagement during speech perception as restricted to posteriorventral frontal regions and not the distributed networks that actu-
ally support speech production. This leaves open the possibility
that speech production systems play more of a role in speech per-
ception than was suggested by the qualitative review.
These sources of bias warrant an unbiased quantitative review
in the form of neuroimaging meta-analyses that address these con-
cerns. Thus, we conducted a series of meta-analyses to test three
overarching though interrelated hypotheses pertaining to the
‘‘what”, ‘‘how” and ‘‘where” of the role of speech production sys-
tems in perception defined in the Introduction and suggested by
the preceding qualitative review. Some of these meta-analyses
included neuroimaging studies whose tasks did not include an
overt motor component, addressing concerns about unnatural
engagement of motor systems. All meta-analyses included all
available studies, ruling out an article selection bias. The vast
majority of included studies, if any, were not designed to investi-
gate the role of production systems in speech perception, helping
rule out a file-drawer effect. Meta-analyses also allowed us to
examine all speech production related regions and networks and
report the full extent of their engagement during speech
perception.3.1.1. Hypothesis 1: Regional overlap
The first of the three sets of meta-analyses was used to test the
overarching hypothesis that a distributed set of brain regions
involved in speech production, extending well beyond posterior
ventral frontal regions, overlap with natural speech perception
(‘‘where”). We define ‘‘natural” as those studies in which partici-
pants ‘‘passively” perceived speech as they might in the real world.
Thus, we initially excluded studies that included metalinguistic
tasks that participants would not actually do outside of the labora-
tory (like the alternative forced choice paradigms used in most
experiments). In addition to having more real-world validity, nat-
ural speech perception avoids the confound that task based studies
necessarily engage motor systems (e.g., for button pressing). That
said, in testing this and all other hypotheses, we did not simply
analyze speech perception versus rest as the resulting brain activ-
ity could have any number of alternative explanations unrelated to
speech. Rather, we used only comparisons with ‘‘high-level” con-
trols (defined below) that should have the effect on whole of ‘‘sub-
tracting out” processes not specifically associated with speech
perception.
This first hypothesis also addresses a number of more specific
subhypotheses. The qualitative review suggested that the role of
speech production regions in perception is specific to the computa-
tions associated with production (i.e., activity patterns are not sim-
ply the same regions performing different tasks as demonstrated
by, e.g., somatotopy analyses). We test this subhypothesis by ana-
lyzing the overlap of natural speech with both speech production
and soundlessly moving the articulators. Because the latter does
not involve auditory feedback, it more strongly suggests that any
overlap is driven by computations specific to moving the articula-
tors particularly if there is a similar overlap for overt speech pro-
duction (‘‘how”).
The qualitative review also suggested that the role of speech
production regions is dynamic, e.g. the engagement of production
regions increases in relation to the difficulty of speech to be per-
ceived. We test this subhypothesis by analyzing both natural
speech (words) and the more difficult to process nonwords. Over-
lap with natural speech would indicate that speech production sys-
tems are ubiquitously engaged (rather than typically not engaged).
Greater overlap with nonwords (e.g., pseudowords), because they
are harder to process than words, would indicate that speech pro-
duction systems are more or less engaged as a function of listening
context (‘‘when”; see Skipper, 2014 for support).
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The second overarching hypothesis we tested was that speech
perception regions that overlap with regions associated with
soundlessly moving the articulators and speech production have
a network organization (‘‘where”). Regional overlap associated
with hypothesis 1 does not necessitate that those regions form a
network. For example, temporal lobe regions might form a net-
work independent of posterior ventral frontal regions involved in
articulation during perception but form a single connected net-
work during production (as might be predicted by Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007). If all regions form connected networks during per-
ception, however, a stronger case can be made that they are work-
ing together on a common production related (or included)
computational goal (‘‘how”). In contrast to the portrait given by
the ‘‘classical” and ‘‘dorsal stream” models, complex networks gen-
erally – and speech production systems more specifically – are far
less fixed and more distributed. Thus, we also tested the subhy-
pothesis that regions of overlap have the capacity to dynamically
organize into many possible networks along multiple possible
white matter fibre bundles or tracts (‘‘when”).3.1.3. Hypothesis 3: Dynamic network topology
The final overarching hypothesis we tested was that the topolo-
gies of these speech production and perception networks dynami-
cally organize around the context encountered by participants
(‘‘when”). That is, we test whether the contribution of regions (or
nodes) and connections associated with speech production and
perception networks changes as a function of the stimuli and tasks
encountered by participants in studies intended to address ques-
tions about different cognitive subprocesses associated with lan-
guage. To test this and Hypothesis 2, we included in our meta-
analyses all available speech perception, language comprehension
and production studies, including those with less natural (i.e., ‘‘ac-
tive” meta-linguistic) tasks. This provides the necessary variability
in stimuli and tasks (compared to just listening in Hypothesis 1) to
analyze their impact on network topology. In addition, this vari-
ability allows us to start characterizing the computational role of
each node in networks as a function of stimuli and tasks. Specifi-
cally, using a novel text-mining procedure we described network
topology as a function of ‘‘unit” size (like whether participants
were listening to phonemes or sentences), associated levels of pro-
cessing (like whether what they were doing with those units could
be characterized as speech or semantic processing) or more pro-
duction related behaviours (like moving the tongue or sequencing).3.2. Materials and methods
We tested these three overarching hypotheses with three sets
of neuroimaging meta-analyses using the BrainMap database
(http://brainmap.org/). Specifically, we queried that database for
experiments meeting a set of common metadata criteria and sets
of criteria specific to each hypothesis (described in the following
sections colloquially; exact searches in BrainMap’s taxonomy are
given in the Appendix A). These queries returned X/Y/Z stereotaxic
coordinate space ‘‘locations”, that is, centres of mass or peaks of
functional brain activity reported in neuroimaging papers (Fox &
Lancaster, 2002; Fox et al., 2005; Laird, Lancaster, & Fox, 2005).
Locations that were originally published in the Talairach coordi-
nate space were converted to Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space (Laird et al., 2010; Lancaster et al., 2007). Then Activa-
tion Likelihood Estimation (ALE) meta-analyses were done by
modelling each MNI location as a three-dimensional probability
distribution and quantitatively assessing their convergence across
experiments. Significance was assessed by permutation analysis of
above-chance clustering between experiments (Eickhoff, Bzdok,Laird, Kurth, & Fox, 2012; Eickhoff et al., 2009, 2011; Turkeltaub
et al., 2012). Contrasts and conjunctions (i.e., overlaps) between
ALE meta-analyses were all done using ten thousand permutations
to derive p-values (Eickhoff et al., 2011). All resulting ALE maps
were false discovery rate (FDR) corrected for multiple comparisons
to p < 0.05 and further protected by using a minimum cluster size
of 160 mm3 (20 voxels). All results are displayed on Freesurfer
(Fischl, 2012) based surface representations of the MNI aligned
Colin27 brain (Holmes et al., 1998) using SUMA (Saad, Reynolds,
Argall, Japee, & Cox, 2004). The Colin27 brain was automatically
parcellated into anatomical regions of interest (Destrieux, Fischl,
Dale, & Halgren, 2010) to serve as a guide to the location of results
on surface representations (Fig. 1).
3.2.1. Common criteria
The BrainMap database was searched (in April, 2014) for a set of
common criteria associated with all meta-analyses unless other-
wise noted. In particular, experiments contributing to analyses
included only ‘‘normal” participants who were right handed and
older than seventeen. Locations from neuroimaging comparisons
were required to be between experimental conditions and high-
level controls (e.g., matched stimuli or tasks) and not rest or fixa-
tion (see rationale above). Finally, resulting brain activation was
required to be positive and deactivations were excluded from
analyses.
3.2.2. Hypothesis 1: Regional overlap
Overlap meta-analyses combined the common search criteria
with four independent searches to test Hypothesis 1. First, a search
to assess activation associated with natural or ‘‘passive” listening
to words required there be no overt responses and that stimuli
were auditorily presented words. Second, the natural listening to
nonwords search required there be no overt responses and that
stimuli were auditorily presented environmental sounds, music,
pseudowords, reversed speech, or syllables. We use these multiple
categories so as to have a comparable number of studies to ‘‘pas-
sive” word listening. Note that all categories were predicted to
be harder to process than words because of familiarity (see
Skipper, 2014) and that music did not include words. Third, a
speech production search required all contributing experiments
involve overt speaking. Fourth, to test for specificity, an articula-
tory movements without sound search required that the paradigm
used involved overt chewing, breath-holding, drinking, eating,
oral/facial, smiling, swallowing, or tasting movements and that
any stimuli used were not auditory. The statistical contrast and
conjunction of natural listening to words (search one) and non-
words (search two) were performed. The overlap of results with
activity from speech production (search three) and articulatory
movements without sound (search four) was then calculated.
We also qualitatively validated that regions of overlap from this
analysis are involved in both speech production and perception by
using the automated neuroimaging meta-analyses available from
the neurosynth.org database (Yarkoni, Poldrack, Nichols, Van
Essen, & Wager, 2011). At the time of writing, this database con-
sisted of the association between 3107 high frequently terms and
413,429 activations reported in 11,406 studies. Neurosynth pro-
duces statistical z- and p-value brain maps in which each voxel
corresponds to the likelihood of a given term being used in a study
if activation is observed at that voxel. We found up to the first 10
most significant z-scores and associated terms related to produc-
tion from the voxels in the Neurosynth maps corresponding to
the centres of mass of activity from each overlapping cluster. We
did the same for perception terms. The authors subjectively judged
which terms were perceptual and which production related terms.
In most cases this was unambiguous (e.g., ‘‘auditory” is a percep-
tual term whereas ‘‘production” is a production term). In many
Fig. 3. Neuroimaging meta-analyses of non-speech related movement of the articulators, speech production, and natural or ‘‘passive” listening. Red and yellow colours
correspond to brain activity associated with listening to words versus nonwords relative to high-level control conditions, respectively. The conjunction/overlap of this activity
is in blue. The outlined regions correspond to activity patterns associated with speech production (black outlines) and moving the articulators without producing speech
(white outlines) relative to high-level control conditions. Sagittal slices show the same results but include subcortical regions like the cerebellum. The significance level for all
analyses was .05, false discovery rate corrected for multiple comparisons with a cluster size of 160 mm3 (20 voxels). See Fig. 1 for the location of activity patterns and Table 2
for the location and description of overlapping clusters.
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(e.g., ‘‘pain” is a perceptual and ‘‘tapping” a production term)
because this is a data-driven approach across any study. This
descriptive analysis is intended to illustrate that regions showing
production and perception overlap in the ALE analysis are also
described as being both production and perception related using
an independent method involving a large variety of studies. This
qualitative analysis might also provide a suggestive window into
the computations performed in each region.
3.2.3. Hypothesis 2: Network organization
To test the second hypothesis, we conducted ALE co-activation
meta-analyses to find which networks are associated with overlap-
ping production and perception regions from Hypothesis 1 results
and the variability of the connectivity of those networks. These
meta-analyses assume that regions that reliably co-activate with
a seed region have formed a network with that region (see
Eickhoff et al., 2011). Specifically, we started with the overlap of
activity associated with speech production and naturally listening
to sounds (the intersection of all colours and the black outline in
Fig. 3) and divided these into a set of probabilistically defined
cytoarchitectonic regions when available or anatomically defined
regions. We chose ‘‘core” speech production overlap regions (see
Section 2.1) but excluded ‘‘auditory regions” (like posterior supe-
rior temporal cortex) because, if speech production regions con-
tribute to speech perception they should form a network withthese regions. Thus, we divided the original overlapping activity
pattern into seven cytoarchitecturally defined regions, BA 45, BA
44, Lateral BA 6, Medial BA 6, BA 4 (including areas 4a and 4p),
BAs 3/1/2 (including areas 3a and 3b) and the IPL (including areas
hIP1, hIP2, hIP3, PFop, PFt, PF, PFm, PFcm, PGa, and PGp; Eickhoff
et al., 2005) and two anatomically defined regions, the insula
(Makris et al., 2006) and cerebellum (Diedrichsen, Balsters,
Flavell, Cussans, & Ramnani, 2009; see Fig. 1). These nine regions
of interest (ROIs) accounted for 55% of the total original activity
in the regional overlap analysis. Including the superior temporal
gyrus, thalamus, and visual cortex would account for 93% of the
activity.
Next, we returned to the BrainMap database and extended our
search criteria in order to include a broader range of language
stimuli and tasks (compared to natural or ‘‘passive” listening) for
three additional sets of network meta-analyses. Specifically, crite-
ria for all three searches included the common search criteria and
the requirement of activity in one of the nine ROIs. First, we
searched for general language experiments that had conditions
that did not involve oral/facial responses and were in the cognitive
behavioural domain of language and phonology, semantics, speech,
or syntax. Second, we searched for overt speech production exper-
iments by searching in the behavioural domain of speech execu-
tion. Third, we searched for covert speech production
experiments with the criteria that experimental paradigm class
was covert naming, covert reading, covert recitation/repetition,
Table 1
Descriptive counts of all conducted meta-analyses. ‘‘Experiments” are ‘‘a comparison of two or more brain images that result in a statistical parametric image”. ‘‘Conditions” are
‘‘the set of experiences or tasks the subjects undergo”. ‘‘Locations” is the number of X/Y/Z coordinates given per paper. Quotes and further descriptions can be found at https://
www.brainmap.org/taxonomy/.
Meta-analyses search results
Papers Participants Experiments Conditions Locations
Regional overlap analyses
Natural speech perception
Words 28 338 96 107 801
Nonwords 31 446 85 103 811
Production
Articulatory movement 19 255 48 49 291
Speech production 28 343 50 101 654
Network analyses
Language subprocesses
BA 6 Lateral 55 759 78 140 1267
IPL 53 741 77 142 1151
Insula 56 832 91 171 1335
BA 6 Medial 93 1379 181 298 2453
BA 44 101 1500 210 337 2432
BA 45 100 1358 177 311 2041
Cerebellum 17 286 21 53 379
3/1/2 16 231 18 48 222
4 19 292 24 46 391
Mean = 56.67 819.78 97.44 171.78 1296.78
Speech production: Overt
BA 6 Lateral 27 317 40 84 759
IPL 28 329 42 85 926
Insula 19 241 29 57 815
BA 6 Medial 31 397 48 100 1083
BA 44 20 262 36 66 901
BA 45 18 247 28 50 755
Cerebellum 17 330 44 80 1095
3/1/2 31 383 51 102 997
4 29 354 46 92 909
Mean = 24.44 317.78 40.44 79.56 915.56
Speech production: Covert
BA 6 Lateral 35 474 60 100 996
IPL 24 285 34 65 579
Insula 25 309 41 74 584
BA 6 Medial 48 630 85 140 1346
BA 44 52 740 110 169 1439
BA 45 45 507 82 139 878
Cerebellum 8 104 10 27 138
3/1/2 9 92 12 28 200
4 14 233 21 39 347
Mean = 28.89 374.89 50.56 86.78 723
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included experiments using covert production paradigms to fur-
ther assure that network interactions that involve auditory and
somatosensory cortices were not simply involved because partici-
pants could hear or feel themselves talking. We then took the over-
lap of all of the resulting network maps (from searches one, two,
and three) while preserving the number of cognitive phonology,
semantics, speech, and syntax networks that contributed to each
voxel. This map is intended to represent the network variability
associated with the many cognitive subprocesses theoretically
involved in understanding and producing language in regions that
are active in both speech production and natural speech
perception.
In addition to these functional connectivity analyses, we also
identified the structural connectivity underlying overlapping
speech production and perception activity from Hypothesis 1. To
do this, we took the overlap of activity in the nine seed regions
with the maximum probability tensor maps provided by the Inter-
national Consortium of Brain Mapping (ICBM), obtained from 81
unimpaired participants (Mazziotta et al., 2001). We then counted
the number of contributing voxels for each white matter tract.3.2.4. Hypothesis 3: Dynamic network topology
To test the third hypothesis, we quantified how the topology of
networks involved in both speech production and perception
changes with context (i.e., stimuli and tasks). To do this, we devel-
oped a new data-driven text mining procedure that can be used to
classify the networks associated with each seed region as a func-
tion of their overall similarity and their dissimilarity with respect
to specific stimuli and task related words. Specifically, for each
paper contributing to each of the Hypothesis 2 meta-analyses,
we automated the retrieval of a description of the methods (from
BrainMap) and the title and abstract of that paper from PubMed
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). The returned text was
converted to lowercase, numbers and punctuation were removed,
common English stop words (e.g., ‘‘a” and ‘‘the”) and stop words
peculiar to neuroimaging (e.g. ‘‘analysis” and ‘‘mni”) were
removed, and the document was stemmed (e.g., ‘‘syllables” and
‘‘syllable” simply become ‘‘syllabl”). We then created a corpus by
seed region of all of the terms in common for the phonology,
semantics, speech, and syntax studies and the overt and covert
speech production co-activation meta-analyses (i.e., excluding
terms that do not appear in all papers) and counted the frequency
Table 2
Regional overlap for non-speech related movement of the articulators, speech production, and natural or ‘‘passive” listening (see Fig. 3). The overlap of listening and movement of
the articulators is only shown where clusters overlap speech production (bold). ‘‘Voxels” is the number of significantly overlapping 2 mm3 voxels. ‘‘Production” and ‘‘Perception
terms” refers to the most significant terms associated with activity at the X, Y and Z centres of mass in an independent set of 3107 meta-analyses z-score maps available from
neurosynth.org (individual z-scores can be looked up by entering coordinates at, e.g., http://neurosynth.org/locations/08_04_09). ‘‘Other” refers to cytoarchitectonic region labels,
including Brodmann’s Areas. See Fig. 1 for the location of regions.
Overlap of natural speech perception, speech production, and non-speech related movement of the articulators
MNI centres of mass Regions Other Perception terms Production terms
# Voxels X Y Z Increasing distance up to 5 mm Decreasing association (average z-scores)
1 1412 55 25 7 L Superior temporal gyrus, planum
temporale, transverse temporal gyrus,
supramarginal gyrus, middle temporal
gyrus, subcentral gyrus/sulcus
41, 22, 42, OP
1, TE 1.0, TE
1.1, TE 1.2
Auditory, sounds,
audiovisual, listening,
speech, acoustic, tones,
music, spoken, multisensory
(11.62)
Articulatory, motor,
sensorimotor, production,
sequences, speech production,
speaking, tapping, tactile (4.64)
28 50 14 7
30 58 32 21
2 1276 58 23 6 R Superior temporal gyrus, planum
temporale, transverse temporal gyrus,
supramarginal gyrus
41, 42, 22, TE
1.0, OP 1
Auditory, sounds,
audiovisual, speech,
listening, voice, acoustic,
vocal, listened, pitch (10.97)
Production, speech production,
action, motor network, motor
(5.10)
125 59 35 17
3 1091 45 16 7 L Pars triangularis, pars opercularis, insula
precentral gyrus, insula, inferior frontal
gyrus
45, 44, 13, 47 Language, sentences,
semantic, linguistic,
syntactic, word, verb, lexical,
painful, phonological (7.55)
323 37 18 4
23 42 18 21
4 742 0 12 52 L/
R
SMA, superior frontal gyrus, medial
frontal gyrus, anterior middle cingulate
6, 8, 32 Task, demands, working,
working memory,
phonological, verbal, word,
calculation, maintenance,
reading (6.11)
Motor, generation, tapping,
execution (4.77)335 2 12 50
5 419 51 5 31 L Precentral gyrus, central sulcus,
postcentral gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus
6, 8, 4p, 3a,
4a, 3b, 6, hIP1
Letter, calculation, expertise,
phonological, vocal, speech,
language (4.12)
Motor, sensorimotor, speech
production, overt, production,
planning, articulatory, execution,
sensory motor, movements (7.34)
544 50 1 31
6 312 50 12 2 R Rolandic operculum (insula), pars
opercularis, superior temporal gyrus,
47, 13, 22, 44,
45
Signal task, stop signal, pain,
handed, working memory,
working (4.39)
Sequences, motor, execution,
motor imagery, motor task,
mirror neuron, somatosensory
(4.36)
459 52 13 16
7 290 51 0 39 R Precentral gyrus, middle frontal gyrus,
inferior frontal gyrus, postcentral gyrus
6, 9, 4a Visual word, tasks, speech,
attention, speech perception,
reading, difficulty, auditory,
vocal, word form (4.45)
Motor, movements, eye
movement, sensorimotor,
saccade, execution, sequential,
speech production, oral,
production (5.08)
39 45 3 30
37 52 4 38
8 276 7 62 12 R Cerebellar culmen, culmen of vermis,
declive, lingual gyrus
V, VI (hem,
vermis)
Rhythm, imagery, externally,
sequence, coordination,
paced, reorganization,
advanced, abilities, reward,
anticipation (4.88)
Tapping, motor, movement, force,
motor imagery, finger tapping,
hand movements, finger
movements, sensorimotor (5.99)
9 228 10 16 6 L Thalamus, medial dorsal nucleus, ventral
lateral nucleus, mammillary body,
ventral posterior lateral nucleus, ventral
posterior medial nucleus, parietal,
premotor, temporal and prefrontal
thalamus
Pain, chronic pain, network,
nociceptive, painful,
auditory, noxious (4.53)
Motor, movement, finger tapping,
sensorimotor, tapping, motor
task, paced, movements,
somatosensory (4.81)
10 111 24 63 26 L Cerebellum, declive, culmen, uvula Lobule VI
(hem), lobule
VIIa crus I
(hem)
Music, loop, simultaneously,
rhythm, rehearsal, vocal,
musical, speech, pitch,
rehearsal (4.74)
Motor, speech production,
production, finger movements,
articulatory, overt, movements,
motor control, execution,
sequence (6.89)
21 21 62 27
11 85 32 70 16 L Fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, declive,
middle occipital gyrus
18, 19, hoc4v
(v4), lobule VI
(hem), lobule
VIIa crus I
(hem)
Visual, array, face, visual
field, sighted, objects (4.39)
12 77 32 21 4 R Insula (circular sup sulcus, short gyrus),
putamen, claustrum, inferior frontal
gyrus
13, 47, 45 Task, maintenance, working,
working memory, memory
wm, pain, wm, demands,
load, network (4.70)
13 75 10 23 8 R Thalamus, medial dorsal nucleus,
pulvinar, ventral posterior medial
nucleus, mammillary body, lateral
posterior nucleus, lateral dorsal nucleus,
temporal, prefrontal and parietal
thalamus
Cross sectional, sectional,
pain, stimulation, sparse,
electrical, network, noxious
(4.44)
Finger movements, movement,
movements (4.16)
14 66 14 17 6 R Thalamus, ventral posterior lateral
nucleus, mammillary body, ventral
lateral nucleus, ventral posterior medial
nucleus, medial dorsal nucleus, lateral
posterior nucleus, premotor, prefrontal,
Pain, paced, sampling,
nociceptive, integrate,
noxious, coordination,
networks, stimulation,
painful (4.69)
Motor, sensorimotor, movement,
somatosensory, finger tapping,
tapping, movements, parkinson
disease, disease pd, finger
movements (6.22)
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Overlap of natural speech perception, speech production, and non-speech related movement of the articulators
MNI centres of mass Regions Other Perception terms Production terms
# Voxels X Y Z Increasing distance up to 5 mm Decreasing association (average z-scores)
parietal, motor, and somatosensory
thalamus
15 55 54 12 40 R Postcentral gyrus, precentral gyrus,
central sulcus
4, 6, 3, 3b, 1,
4a, 4p 6
Vocal, audio, nociceptive,
sensory, noxious (4.21)
Somatosensory, motor,
sensorimotor, coordination,
movement, speech production,
output, parkinson disease,
production, tactile (5.64)
58 54 13 40
16 43 41 14 34 R Postcentral gyrus, central sulcus,
precentral gyrus,
6, 3a, 4p, 3b Vocal, verbal working,
speech (4.84)
Motor, production, speech
production, producing,
somatosensory, sensorimotor,
execution, produced, tapping,
movement (4.72)
17 36 52 9 27 R Pars opercularis, precentral
gyrus/sulcus, pars triangularis, middle
frontal gyrus
44, 45, 9 Calculation, observation,
spatial, difficulty, visually,
demands, tasks (4.25)
Execution, motor (3.77)
18 32 24 4 50 L Middle frontal gyrus, superior frontal
gyrus, dorsal precentral gyrus, cingulate
gyrus, medial frontal gyrus
6, 32, 24 Load, working memory,
tasks, paced, spatial,
watched, control conditions,
memory, difficulty, verbal
(5.02)
Sequences, planning, execution,
motor, movements (3.99)
19 29 4 31 10 R Culman, cerebellar vermis Lobules I–IV
(hem)
Pain, expectation,
modulatory, distress, painful,
noxious, reward (4.76)
20 23 65 6 8 L Precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, pars
opercularis, rolandic operculum,
subcentral gyrus/suclus, superior
temporal gyrus
6, 44, op 4, 22 Imagery, imagined, words,
phonological (4.35)
Motor imagery, finger
movements, production, speech
production, motor execution,
tactile, somatosensory,
movement (4.27)
21 22 28 90 2 L Middle occipital gyrus, inferior occipital
gyrus, lingual gyrus, cuneus
18, 19, hoc3v
(v3v)
Visual, words, verbs, face
(4.30)
22 21 51 8 38 L Ventral precentral gyrus, middle frontal
gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus
44, 6, 9, 8 Task, phonological,
bilinguals, reading,
processes, language,
observation, semantic,
speakers, rehearsal (4.69)
Motor, mirror, execution (4.32)
6721 7 11 14 L
J.I. Skipper et al. / Brain & Language 164 (2017) 77–105 93of each term. This resulted in one corpus with nine documents (one
for each seed region).
Using (R Core Team, 2014), we then performed hierarchical clus-
tering and some basic statistics on term frequencies, mostly using ‘
‘RcmdrPlugin.temis” (or ‘‘R.TeMiS” for ‘‘R Text Mining Solution”,
Bouchet-Valat & Bastin, 2013). Specifically, regions were hierarchi-
cally clusteredusingWard’smethodbasedonav2 distancebetween
documents to reveal the term based network similarity between
regions. We also went beyond classifying the relative similarity of
nodes in these networks to understand how the relative topology
of networks might change as a function of context (i.e., stimuli and
tasks), giving us an insight into computations performed by nodes
in networks. To do this, we analysed six stemmed terms specific to
variousunits (i.e., ‘‘syllabl”, ‘‘word” and ‘‘sentence”) and correspond-
ing levels of linguistic analysis (i.e., ‘‘speech”, ‘‘semant” and ‘‘syn-
tact”) and six stemmed terms associated with various structures
and process level descriptions often associatedwith speech produc-
tion (i.e., ‘‘tongu”, ‘‘repetit”, ‘‘select”, ‘‘sequenc”, ‘‘control”, ‘‘switch”).
We then graphed the t-value for each term for each region in a radial
plot. The t-value is a metric of that terms’ frequency compared to
what would be expected given the length of a regions’ associated
documents and the global distribution of terms in the corpus (see
Bouchet-Valat & Bastin, 2013). We predicted that all terms would
load on different nodes differentially, demonstrating that network
topology shifts as a function of context.3.3. Results
3.3.1. Hypothesis 1: Regional overlap
A remarkable overlap was observed between the activity pat-
terns associated with naturally listening to both words and non-
word sounds with articulatory movements used to overtly
produce speech or make movements without producing sound
(Fig. 3; Tables 1 and 2). Most of the overlap was in the pars oper-
cularis, ventral precentral sulcus and gyrus, ventral central sulcus,
ventral postcentral gyrus, medial superior frontal gyrus (the SMA),
anterior insula, and mostly more posterior superior temporal and
inferior parietal cortices. Subcortical structures include the thala-
mus, putamen, and cerebellum. Activity in each of these regions
is independently shown to be associated with both high-
frequency production and perception related terms mentioned in
11,406 studies (Table 2, two rightmost columns).
Words tended to produce significantly less (and nonwords
more) activity in these overlapping regions, particularly in poste-
rior superior temporal regions (yellow in Fig. 3). In the overlap
of speech production and word and nonword speech perception,
words and nonwords produce similar activity in 58% of all voxels.
Of the remaining 42% of voxels, 76% are significantly more active
for nonwords. When restricted to the transverse temporal, supe-
rior and middle temporal gyri and sulci, and planum temporale
and polare, words and nonwords produce similar activity in 53%
Fig. 4. Network organization and topologies. Network co-activation meta-analyses for studies of both overt and covert speech production and phonology, semantics, speech,
and syntax were conducted using nine seed regions active during both speech production and natural listening (see Fig. 3 and Table 2). The number of networks that each
voxel participates in is indicated with a blue-to-red colour spectrum; on one end of the spectrum, regions in blue participate in one network, whereas, on the other end,
regions in red participate in nine (top, ‘‘Network Overlap”). The black outline serves as a guide to the location of posterior ventral frontal regions (see Fig. 1). The Chi-square
distance between seed regions (calculated from a matrix of the term frequencies appearing in all articles contributing to all of the network meta-analyses for each seed) were
hierarchically clustered to provide a general description of network relationship between regions (middle, ‘‘Term Based Network Clustering”, numbers refer to a seed’s
Brodmann’s area, see Fig. 1). Radial plots were used to represent how network topologies change as a function of context (bottom, ‘‘Network Topology by Term‘‘). Stemmed
terms were analysed by seed region to show how topologies change as a function of different units and associated levels of linguistic analyses (bottom left) and mechanical
and mechanistic operations sometimes associated with producing speech (bottom right). The axes of the radial plots are t-values, a metric of how frequently a term was used
in combination with a seed given the number of terms and global distribution of those terms across seed regions.
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J.I. Skipper et al. / Brain & Language 164 (2017) 77–105 95of voxels. Of the remaining 47% of voxels, 99% are significantly
more active for nonwords.
3.3.2. Hypothesis 2: Network organization
While the prior overlap analyses are suggestive, these results do
not mean that regions associated with moving the articulators or
speech production form a network nor does it say anything about
how fixed or variable those networks are. Network analyses illus-
trate that a large variety of phonology, semantics, speech, and syn-
tax networks overlap with both overt and covert speech
production networks (in regions involved in both speech produc-
tion and natural speech perception; Fig. 4 Top; Table 1). These net-
works include nodes in ‘‘auditory regions” despite that these were
not included as seeds. The networks have different but overlapping
distributions, including network connectivity involving regions
beyond ventral frontal and posterior superior temporal regions
and including connectivity variously involving primary auditory
cortex, anterior superior temporal cortices, parietal cortices, the
insula, pars opercularis and triangularis, and the SMA (among
others). A quantification of the fibre tracts running through the
nine seed regions used in the network analysis suggests that,
though the bulk of these functional network interactions are medi-
ated by the superior longitudinal fasciculus (including the arcuate
fasciculus), these more variable networks can make use of other
fibre tracts (Table 2).
3.3.3. Hypothesis 3: Dynamic network topology
Hierarchically clustering of term based descriptions of ROI
results suggest that lateral BA 6 is most closely related to IPL while
the insula is more closely related to medial BA 6 which is itself
more closely related to BAs 44 and 45. Finally, the cerebellum,
areas 3/1/2 and 4 are closely related (Fig. 4 Middle). These results
cohere well with accepted wisdom regarding these regions. For
example, BA 4 and BAs 3/1/2 both contain primary motor and
somatosensory cortices. Lateral BA 6 and IPL are often described
as communicating with one another, e.g., via efference copy (e.g.,
Skipper et al., 2007). BAs 44 and 45 are often discussed as ‘‘higher”
phonological and semantic regions (e.g., Poldrack et al., 2001).
These results suggest the veracity of this method and also the gross
computational similarity of nodes in these networks.
We also used the text-mining approach to understand the rela-
tive difference in topologies of networks as a function of specific
stimuli and tasks. Consistent with the hierarchical clustering, lat-
eral BA 6, cerebellum, and BAs 3/1/2 play a stronger role in pro-
cessing associated with smaller levels and units of analysis
(‘‘speech”, ‘‘syllabl” and ‘‘word”) whereas 44 and 45 play a larger
role at higher levels and corresponding units (‘‘semant”, ‘‘syntact”
and ‘‘sentence”; Fig. 4 bottom left radial plots). Correspondingly,
subprocesses typically associated with speech production load dif-
ferentially on different regions. For example, ‘‘repetit” and ‘‘se-
quenc” load more on BA 4 and lateral 6 whereas ‘‘select” loads
more on BAs 44 and 45 and medial 6 (Fig. 4 bottom right radial
plots). Overall, the topologies of overlapping speech production
and perception networks tend to vary dramatically, with different
regions in the distributed ‘‘core” production network playing more
or less of a role in different language subprocesses.4. Discussion
4.1. Summary
A vast amount of converging evidence presented in both quali-
tative and quantitative reviews unambiguously demonstrates that
regions and networks of the brain supporting speech production
play ubiquitous roles in speech perception (the ‘‘if” and ‘‘where”questions). Furthermore, these roles are specific to representations,
computations, and mechanisms associated with producing speech
(the ‘‘how” questions) and are dynamically determined by listen-
ing context (the ‘‘when” questions).
4.1.1. Qualitative review
The qualitative review demonstrates that speech production is a
complex process that involves multiple distributed sensorimotor
regions and networks. Evidence from behavioural studies arguing
that these networks are not involved in speech perception because
animals and infants can perform speech tasks despite having never
produced speech are not logically sound. In fact, vocal production
networks seem to actually play a role in such tasks. Furthermore,
there is a great diversity of behavioural findings in humans of all
ages that suggests that speech production systems play a role in
perception. Likewise, a wide variety of computational models of
sound perception perform better when production related infor-
mation or mechanisms are incorporated into those models. Indeed,
vocal production related brain systems play a role in sound percep-
tion in various rodent, bird, and primate species. In human pri-
mates, speech perception deteriorates with a wide range of
damage to speech production systems caused by stroke, focal exci-
sion for epilepsy, cerebral palsy, and Parkinson’s disease. Scores of
direct cortical, TMS and tDCS studies confirm a causal role for
regions involved in producing speech in perception in unimpaired
individuals. ECoG and TMS work suggests the specificity of the
computations involved (e.g., showing sensorimotor responses and
somatotopy) and dynamic nature of these contributions (e.g.,
results are stronger for speech in noise). Neuroimaging studies
confirm this picture without unnatural excitatory or inhibitory
stimulation of the brain. Again, results show specific engagement
of production systems (e.g., related to place of articulation and
somatotopy) and dynamic contextual variability (e.g., being more
or less engaged for specific listening tasks). Neuroimaging also sug-
gests an active mechanism by showing that the direction of effects
are reverberatory, though most often characterized as top-down or
feedback and predictive (e.g., with posterior ventral frontal regions
influencing auditory regions).
4.1.2. Quantitative review
The qualitative review might have been misleading for a num-
ber of reasons. For example, there may be a publication bias (and
corresponding file-drawer effect) for demonstrating the engage-
ment of ‘‘the motor system” in speech perception. However, unbi-
ased quantitative neuroimaging meta-analyses confirm and extend
results of the qualitative review in a number of directions. First,
there was a considerable overlap of soundlessly moving the artic-
ulators with naturally (i.e., ‘‘passively”) listening to speech (Fig. 3).
Second, this overlap is not specific to posterior ventral frontal
regions (like ‘‘Broca’s area”), which many individual studies in
the qualitative review fixate on but, rather, includes a large dis-
tributed set of regions corresponding to the large set of regions
known to be variously involved in speech production (Fig. 3;
Table 2). That these regions are each involved in both production
and perception was verified using an independent set of large-
scale meta-analyses (Table 2, two rightmost columns). Third,
though speech production regions appear to be ubiquitously
engaged, their contribution is not static: activity increases with
the difficulty associated with more natural listening (with non-
words producing more activity than words; Fig. 3). Fourth, the net-
work architecture formed by regions is not fixed: there are many
possible functional speech production networks that participate
in speech perception through multiple possible fibre tracts (Fig. 4
top; Table 3). Finally, the contribution of any given network varies
considerably with context (Fig. 4 polar plots). Indeed, the entire
topology of the speech production networks that contribute to
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guistic unit and associated level of analysis encountered by the
brain (Fig. 4 left polar plots). Likewise, different network topologies
during speech perception correspond to different computations
associated with subprocess of speech production (Fig. 4 right polar
plots).
4.2. Analysis-by-synthesis
As this review began, the question of whether ‘‘the motor sys-
tem” plays a role in speech perception matters because speech sci-
entists, after a great deal of research, have been unable to specify
how we achieve perceptual constancy. That is, to provide a theory
of how we hear some sounds as speech despite the infinite diver-
sity of acoustic patterns arriving in the cochlea. If this seems eso-
teric, one simply need recall the experience of hearing an
unfamiliar foreign language for the first time. What you hear are
not phonemes, syllables, words, or phrases but, rather, a mostly
continuous stream of undifferentiated sound. Only after some
experience with those sounds do we acquire the illusion that we
hear linguistic units. Thus, the brain must make use of knowledge
acquired through learning to constrain interpretation of sound.
This review strongly suggests that distributed brain systems for
producing speech are ubiquitously and dynamically involved in
this process. The distributed, sensorimotor and dynamic nature
of this contribution implies that any strictly auditory or motor the-
ory of speech perception is wrong. Indeed, the ‘‘motor theory of
speech perception” (Liberman & Mattingly, 1985) never received
overwhelming support from speech scientists and was criticized
from the outset (Galantucci, Fowler, & Turvey, 2006; Lane, 1965;
see critiques referenced in McGowan & Faber, 1996). Rather,
results of this review suggest the prescience of the ‘‘analysis-by-s
ynthesis” (AxS) model of speech (Halle & Stevens, 1962; Stevens,
1960; Stevens & Halle, 1967). To see why, the AxS mechanism is
next described in more detail in the words of the authors (for more
extensive treatments, see Bever & Poeppel, 2010; Poeppel &
Monahan, 2011). The AxS model will then be discussed with regard
to two fundamental questions: (1) Why might speech production
systems be involved in speech perception as opposed to some
other mechanism and (2) the necessity of this involvement.
4.2.1. Overview
The AxS model is the conceptual heir of von Helmholtz’s (1867)
proposal that vision is necessarily a process of ‘‘unconscious infer-
ence” due to the poverty of the visual stimulus presented to the
eye. Similarly, the AxS model accounts for a poverty of variance
in the acoustic makeup of speech signals reaching the cochlea by
dynamically appealing to speech production mechanisms for per-
ceptual assistance. Specifically, in the words of the authors, where
‘‘V” denotes a ‘‘vocal mechanism” for producing speech, ‘‘P” is the
‘‘abstract representation of an utterance” like phonemes and ‘‘A”
is ‘‘auditory patterns” (Stevens & Halle, 1967, p. 99):
. . . the auditory patterns that result from an acoustic speech sig-
nal at the ears undergo some preliminary analysis, and as a con-
sequence of this preliminary analysis, together with contextual
information derived from analysis of adjacent portions of the
signal, an hypothesis is made in a control component concern-
ing the abstract representation of the utterance. This hypothe-
sized sequence of units, which we have labeled Ptrial, is then
operated on by the phonological rules (the same ones that are
used in the generation of speech) to yield a pattern Vtrial. During
speech production, this pattern would normally give rise to
motor commands that would lead to articulatory activity and
sound generation. During speech perception, however, this path
is inhibited, and instead an equivalent auditory pattern Atrial is
J.I. Skipper et al. / Brain & Language 164 (2017) 77–105 97derived from Vtrial. . .. This computed auditory pattern is com-
pared with the pattern under analysis. If there is agreement
between the two patterns, then the trial sequence of elements
was correct and this sequence is read out for processing at
higher levels. If there is a difference between the patterns, the
control component takes note of this error and assembles a
new trial sequence of units. This process continues until the
trial abstract representation gives a match at the comparator,
in which case the correct output sequence is established at P.
That is, when there is substantial phonetic ambiguity or lack of
invariance, the non-deterministic relationship is resolved (and per-
ceptual constancy achieved) by using knowledge about how to
produce hypothesized phonemes derived from context.
4.2.2. Why speech production systems?
As Fant said, ‘‘if auditory analysis in the hearing process has
proceeded so far as to allow the proposed articulatory matching
[as in the AxS model], the decoding could proceed without an artic-
ulatory reference” (as quoted in Lane, 1965). That is, why make ref-
erence to speech production systems at all when, for example,
some acoustic pattern matching process might suffice? Most of
the answers given to this question from various theories centre
around two topics: (1) Lack of invariance and (2) Language parity
(following explication of these, we add a third). First, it is suggested
that the variance problem associated with the acoustic signal is
solved by making reference to ‘‘the motor system” in part or full.
Early versions of the ‘‘motor theory of speech perception” claimed
that the problem was solved in full by reference to invariant motor
commands. Indeed, this position was reasonably posited because
of (a) an inability of machines reading an acoustic alphabet to be
understood and (b) supporting behavioural research suggesting
that speech perception abilities often track aspects of articulation
rather than the acoustic signal (Galantucci et al., 2006). However,
among other problems, motor commands are likely as or nearly
as variable as the acoustic signals themselves. Thus, models that
appeal to ‘‘the motor system” in part for aid in the form of con-
straints from speech production systems, as in the AxS model,
seem more reasonable while accounting for such empirical
evidence.
Second, speech perception abilities evolved, develop, and are
used in bi-directional settings in which listeners are producers of
speech and vice versa. Thus, a parity must be maintained between
acoustic representations and the presumably quite different repre-
sentations needed for speech production (i.e., the messages
received must be like those sent). As such, it was proposed to be
more economical to have one shared production based currency
as developed more extensively in later versions of the ‘‘motor the-
ory of speech perception” (Liberman & Whalen, 2000). Alternately,
at minimum, interacting systems are required as in the AxS model.
The latter clearly coheres better with neurobiological accounts of
sensorimotor systems as reviewed.
A third topic might be subsequently added to the general set of
answers given to the question of why speech production systems
are involved in perception: (3) Prediction. Specifically, the AxS
model was particularly prescient in that ‘‘hypotheses” are really
predictions of forthcoming speech sounds originating from speech
production systems. Indeed, there has been a rash of predictive
speech models in which predictions derive from ‘‘the motor sys-
tem” in some manner (Arnal & Giraud, 2012; Callan, Callan,
Gamez, Sato, & Kawato, 2010; Gambi & Pickering, 2013; Hickok,
Houde, et al., 2011; Kuhl et al., 2014; Rauschecker & Scott, 2009;
Skipper, 2015; Skipper et al., 2006). But why would speech produc-
tion systems implement those predictions? After all, it has more
generally been claimed that brains are ‘‘essentially prediction
machines” (Clark, 2013) and shown that predictions can and docome from near anywhere in the brain (Bubic, Von Cramon, &
Schubotz, 2010).
We have proposed that this is because speech production sys-
tems implement a set of processes that can be reused to transform
any form of available context (not just acoustic) into smaller units
of sound (Skipper, 2014, 2015; Skipper et al., 2006). In particular,
when we speak, we must select words (given that there are multi-
ple things we could say), sequence them, and, while producing seg-
ments, predict the sensory consequences of individual motor plans.
These predictions are an important part of the production process
that permit learning and allow for the adjustment of the articula-
tors in real-time when perturbations occur. If these processes are
reused during perception, hypotheses deriving from context could
be similarly selected, sequenced into individual motor programs,
and then used to activate their associated sounds (through feed-
back or efference copy) to constrain interpretation of information
arriving in auditory cortices. For example, an observed iconic flap-
ping gesture made with the hands might activate words like ‘‘flap-
ping” and ‘‘bird”. The latter might be selected in the context of
speech like ‘‘Is that a. . .”, sequenced, and used to activate the ‘‘b”
in bird which can then serve as a constraint. Thus, if the whole
set of processes are usurped during speech perception, the brain
would have a general purpose mechanism for transforming multi-
ple contextual constraints into sounds that can be used to achieve
perceptual constancy (see Skipper, 2014 for empirical support).
4.2.3. Is it necessary?
Many words have been expended to address the question of
whether ‘‘the motor system” is ‘‘necessary” for speech perception.
In addressing this question, the authors of the AxS model state that
perceptionmight be achieved without this production based mech-
anism but that the described ‘‘matching process is always
employed as a check”. Consistent with this position, the results
reviewed here suggest that brain regions and networks involved
in speech production are ubiquitously involved in speech percep-
tion. We choose the word ‘‘ubiquitous” because it implies the ever
presence of production regions but does not require the ‘‘necessity”
of a one of them. Indeed, as proposed in the AxS model, the results
here also suggest that the involvement of speech production
regions and networks are dynamically determined by context.
For speech perception to even occur, contextual constraints are
required to interpret acoustically variable signals. Those con-
straints might come from one particular dynamic organization of
a speech production network or another. At any given moment,
that particular network configuration is necessary for speech per-
ception to occur. However, because the contextual constraints
available are unique to each listening situation, some other con-
straint and, therefore, associated speech production network might
be necessary for the process of achieving perceptual constancy at
some different moment. Dichotomous thinking about necessity
mostly derives from reactions to the ‘‘motor theory of speech per-
ception” (e.g., ‘‘if Broca’s area can be removed and people can still
perceive speech than the theory must be wrong”). However, nei-
ther that model nor its equally dichotomizing auditory-only sib-
lings is biologically realistic. Thus, ‘‘Yes” and ‘‘no” answers to the
question of necessity should be put to rest for something more
continuous and consistent with the sensorimotor organization of
the brain and the dynamic and distributed involvement of speech
production networks in speech perception as demonstrated here.
Nonetheless, if one assumes the AxS mechanisms are important,
one might still ask for a more concrete answer to the question of
why some studies seem to show the relative preservation of speech
perception after damage to ‘‘the motor system” or do not show
neuroimaging activity in ‘‘the motor system” (e.g., Hickok,
Costanzo, et al., 2011). First, the reviewed evidence suggests
that these studies are few and far between. Second, the brain is
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ing perceptual constancy, particularly after damage. For example,
plasticity might involve supposed hemispheric homologues of
regions. Third and related, ‘‘the motor system” is clearly not limited
to Broca’s area or other nearby posterior ventral frontal regions and,
thus, speech perception can rely on other nodes in the production
network including subcortical structures (like the basal ganglia)
and other cortical regions (like the SMA). Fourth, a lack of activity,
e.g., in ventral premotor cortex, following a neuroimaging contrast
does not imply that a region is uninvolved in speech perception
(given the subtractive logic employed in most studies).
Finally, the predictive brain aspect of the AxS model adds
another possible answer to the question of why some neuroimaging
studies might not reveal activity in ‘‘the motor system” during
speech perception. Specifically, if the involvement of speech pro-
duction systems in perception is predictive, it implies that involve-
ment occurs at a time that precedes onsets that might be used in
statistical models for analysis. For example, regressionmodels used
in nearly all fMRI experiments assume a ‘‘canonical” hemodynamic
response function that is convolved with stimulus onset and dura-
tion that has a fixed shape and lag of two seconds. However, if pre-
diction is a key aspect of processing speech, these lags and shapes
should readily vary as a function of context. This could have the
effect of obscuring speech production related activity given that it
would a priori occur earlier in time and thus not be well modelled.
4.3. Neurobiological models
The AxS model is not a neurobiological model of speech percep-
tion. Nonetheless it seems to account for the data reviewed here
better than both textbook or classical models and contemporary
models that were intended as neurobiological models. Specifically,
the anatomical assertions of classical (Wernicke-Geschwind) mod-
els arewrong and they simply cannot account for speech perception
or language comprehension (Poeppel & Hickok, 2004; Skipper,
2015; Tremblay & Dick, 2016). The most cited contemporary brain
model is the Dual Stream Model of Speech Processing (Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007). This model maintains that speech perception and
production are supported by two ‘‘streams”, presumably corre-
sponding to networks. The ‘‘ventral” stream is comprised of struc-
tures in the temporal lobes that process sound for the purpose of
comprehension. In contrast, the ‘‘dorsal” stream, formed of poste-
rior superior temporal regions (around the ascending ramus), the
insula, and posterior frontal lobe regions, are a ‘‘sensorimotor inter-
face” for transforming speech signals into productions (important
in development and perhaps involved in working memory).
For a number of reasons, the dual-stream model, though cer-
tainly an advance over classical models, does not account for the
roles of speech production systems in perception. First, it encapsu-
lates speech production in mostly posterior ventral frontal regions.
This review shows that there are a much larger set of regions that
need to be accounted for like the SMA, cerebellum, and basal gan-
glia. Second, production related mechanisms are relegated to the
dorsal stream only. However, this review demonstrates that there
are many possible speech production networks involved in percep-
tion that encompass both dorsal and ventral stream regions. Third,
Hickok (2012) explicitly argues that production regions in the dor-
sal stream do not contribute to speech recognition (Hickok,
Costanzo, et al., 2011; see also Poeppel & Hickok, 2004). The results
presented here, however, clearly show that dorsal stream regions
do contribute. Fourth, the dual stream model permits no means
to account for the dynamic nature of regional and network involve-
ment. For example, as shown in the data reviewed here and else-
where, auditory, speech, and language networks dynamically
reconfigure as a function of context (Andric & Hasson, 2015;
Hasson, Nusbaum, & Small, 2009; Skipper, 2014; Skipper, Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, & Small, 2009; Skipper, Goldin-Meadow,
et al., 2007; Skipper, 2015). The static architecture of a dual-
stream model cannot accommodate such dynamic self-
organization. A slew of other dual-stream models have appeared
but they also suffer from most if not all of these problems
(Rauschecker & Scott, 2009; Skipper et al., 2006).
Thus, we are presently in a position of having a model that was
not intended as a neurobiological model that somewhat accounts
for the brain data better than existing neurobiologicalmodels.What
is needed is a better neurobiologicalmodel that incorporates an AxS
likemechanism– i.e., one that is distributed, specific (sensorimotor),
predictive, and dynamic – with an account of the large array of
regions and networks involved in production that also participate
in perception. In short,we need amodel that ismore consistentwith
emerging complex network accounts of the brain (Bullmore &
Sporns, 2009; van den Heuvel & Sporns, 2013). By such an account,
language comprehension emerges from the reverberatory or oscilla-
tory interactionwithin and betweenmultiple, dynamically organiz-
ing cooperating and competing networks and subnetworks,
distributed throughout the entire brain (Skipper, 2015). As this
review confirms that regions involved in subprocesses associated
with producing speech are unambiguously involved in perceiving
speech, we can start asking more nuanced questions along these
lines. Specifically, we can start asking more specific ‘‘what”, ‘‘how”
and ‘‘when” questions - what roles sensorimotor networks support-
ing speech production play in speech perception andwhen. Thiswill
require a better conception of the computations performed by each
network and node in those networks and how network weightings
change as a function of listening context and interaction with other
networks. This will ultimately involve abandoning classical, dual-
stream, and AxS like models for one that is far more neurobiologi-
cally specific, complex network oriented, and that can account for
natural language use (Skipper, 2015).5. Conclusions
This review should be taken as a quietus to the question of
whether ‘‘the motor system” plays ‘‘a role” in speech perception.
The very question is malformed because it does not take into
account the complexity of speech production as a behaviour and
the regions of the brain that support these complex processes.
Nor does it take seriously the notion that speech perception is itself
a complex contextually determined process. It is uncontroversial
that auditory brain regions play a role in speech production. We
hope this review makes the converse position, that speech produc-
tion regions play roles in speech perception, equally uncontrover-
sial. Reviewed results suggest that these roles involve a large
distributed set of brain regions, extending well beyond ‘‘Broca’s
area”, that are dynamically recruited for specific computational
reasons associated with speech production. Results like these were
predicted by the analysis-by-synthesis model of speech perception
but are not supported by popular neurobiological models of lan-
guage (like the classical and dual-stream models). What is needed
now are more dynamic complex network oriented neurobiological
models that can predict when speech production networks will be
engaged during perception and what computational role those net-
works are performing as a function of the weighting of the regions
in each. Then we can move beyond simplistic speech models to a
better understanding of the organization of language and the brain.Acknowledgments
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Appendix A
Search terms for all meta-analyses written in BrainMap’s taxon-
omy (https://www.brainmap.org/taxonomy/) using pseudocode,
where ‘‘&” = ‘‘and” and ‘‘|” = ‘‘or”.
A.1. Common search criteria
All BrainMap database searches were required to meet a set of
common search criteria to be included in analyses. These were:
[Experiments, Context, is, Normal Mapping] & [Experiments, Acti-
vation, is, Activations Only] & [Subjects, Handedness, is, Right] &
[Subjects, Age, is more than, 17]A.2. Natural (‘‘passive”) listening to nonwords and words
In addition to these common search criteria, further search cri-
teria were:
[Conditions, Overt Response, is, All modalities, None] & [Conditions,
Stimulus, is, Auditory, Words] & [Experiments, Control, is, High
Level]
and
[Conditions, Overt Response, is, All modalities, None] & [Conditions,
Stimulus, is, Auditory, Music | Pseudowords | Reversed Speech |
Sounds (Environmental) | Syllables] & [Experiments, Control, is,
High Level]A.3. Speech production and silent articulation
In addition to the common search criteria, further search crite-
ria were:
[[Conditions, Overt Response, is, Oral/Facial, Breath-Hold | Drink |
Smile | Swallow] | [Experiments, Paradigm Class, is, Breath-
Holding | Chewing/Swallowing | Eating/Drinking | Swallowing |
Taste]] & [Conditions, Stimulus, is not, Auditory, All Types] &
[Experiments, Control, is, High Level]
and
[Experiments, Behavioural Domain, is, Action, Execution - Speech]
& [Experiments, Control, is, High Level]A.4. Network analyses
In addition to these common search criteria, further search cri-
teria were:
[Conditions, Overt Response, is not, Oral/Facial, All Types] & [Exper-
iments, Behavioural Domain, is, Cognition, Language -- Phonology |
Semantics | Speech | Syntax] & [Locations, MNI Image, is, BA45 |
BA44 | Lateral | BA6 | BA6 Medial | BA4 | BA1-3 | IPL | Insula |
Cerebellum]
and
[Experiments, Behavioural Domain, is, Action, Execution -- Speech]
& [Locations, MNI Image, is, BA45 | BA44 | Lateral | BA6 | BA6 Med-
ial | BA4 | BA1-3 | IPL | Insula | Cerebellum]
and
[Experiments, Paradigm Class, is, Naming (Covert), Reading (Cov-
ert), Recitation/Repetition (Covert), Word Generation (Covert),Word Stem Completion (Covert)] & [Locations, MNI Image, is,
BA45 | BA44 | Lateral | BA6 | BA6 Medial | BA4 | BA1-3 | IPL | Insula
| Cerebellum]References
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